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PREDICTION OF ISOTROPIC STRAIN HARDENING MATERIAL PROPERTIES USING
GRADIENT BOOSTED REGRESSION TREE METHOD AND HYPERPARAMETER
OPTIMIZATION

Darren R. Promer, M.S.E.
Western Michigan University, 2020
In this study a new technique is proposed for the determination of elastic-plastic stressstrain relations for isotropic materials using the force-displacement output from an instrumented
indentation test, finite element simulation, and machine learning methods. This non-destructive
testing methodology has promising potential for industry implementation. Applications to benefit
from this method include the characterization of localized material properties on surface
engineered components, and the post-manufacturing assessment of material properties for items
such as additively manufactured metallic components and load-bearing welded joints.
Currently, the capability of the instrumented indentation test for determining material
properties is limited to the elastic modulus and surface hardness. Numerous experimental and
numerical approaches have been suggested for determination of full-range isotropic relations,
although past efforts to characterize the stress-strain behavior using a single instrumented
indentation test were not successful because there exists no direct relationship between forcedisplacement output and the elastic-plastic relation. The contents of this study reveal that the
development of an accurate algorithm for the determination of full-range stress strain curves
from the output of a single sharp instrumented indentation procedure is possible through the
leverage of finite-element numerical simulations, gradient boosted regression tree analysis, and
hyperparameter optimization methods.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivations
The design of machines, vehicles, and structures that are safe, unfailing, and economically

feasible requires efficient use of materials and assurance that structural failure will not occur for
loading patterns for which the structure is designed to withstand [1]. In order to make certain that
engineered systems perform to the specified demands of their application, they are subject to
vigorous structural, thermal, and dynamic analyses. Among the most critical of engineering
analyses which are performed, are studies involving stress and strain distributions and
deformation regimes of metallic components. To assure that performance, durability, and most
importantly safety standards are met by designed components (parts) of an engineered system, it
is necessary to design systems such that they avoid excess deformations, or catastrophic failure
through fracture [1]. The accuracy of these types of analyses and the subsequent design quality
are dependent on the input mechanical properties and measurements which are used to predict
the mechanical performance of the system, as well as its constitutive materials.
Among the most frequently leveraged mechanical properties for metallic components in
structural analytics applications, is the isotropic stress strain curve. The stress-strain relationship
is a constitutive law which describes the deformation behavior for a component under prescribed
loading conditions [2]. Traditionally, the material properties which define the isotropic stressstrain relationship for a specific material are obtained through means of destructive mechanical
tensile testing. In this type of test, known-geometry specimen of the material are placed into a
testing machine and elongated or compressed along a single axis until failure is achieved [1, 2].
1

While traditional mechanical testing procedures have proven to be effective means of
obtaining these material properties for bulk materials, there are certain applications for which
this procedure is sub-optimal. Applications in the field of surface engineering, call for the
assessment of localized material properties for thin films and coatings. Uniaxial tensile or
compression testing is not a readily accessible method for the assessment of localized properties,
or surface properties [3-6]. Additionally, increased demand for safety evaluation and postmanufacturing material characterization for system weak points has led to intensified pressure
from industry leaders for methods of assessing material properties in a non-destructive manner
[6-8]. Literature, as well as interaction with industry professionals, has indicated that structures
such as load-bearing welded joints [7], additive manufactured metallic components [9, 10], and
critical-to-safety chemical and petroleum components [11] are all engineered systems which
would benefit from the ability to assess their full-range stress-strain characteristics in a
nondestructive manner.
Instrumented indentation has been widely recognized as a promising alternative for each of
these cases. The instrumented indentation test holds the ability to probe just the outer surface of a
material, thus assessing the surface properties without rendering the test specimen unusable.
Currently, the assessment of material properties through the instrumented micro- or nanoindentation test is limited to the surface hardness [12] and elastic modulus [13]. A number of
experimental and numerical approaches have been suggested for the prediction of monotonic
properties of metallic materials; including yield strength, strain hardening parameters, ultimate
strength, and fracture toughness. However, the past efforts to evaluate the post-yielding material
behavior using a single instrumented indentation test were not successful because there is no
straightforward relation between force-displacement relation and the elastic-plastic constitutive
2

model of the material. In order to accurately assess the elastic-plastic material properties from
the results of depth-sensing indentation procedures, a unique algorithm needs to be developed.
Advances in the capabilities and accessibility of machine learning techniques have made
possible the opportunity to develop software which may be capable of solving for this algorithm.
Mayr et. al [14] have published success in using gradient boosted regression tree (GBRT)
techniques to solve for similar non-linear, multi-parameter regression algorithms in adjacent
applications. The success of machine learning techniques in solving for algorithms in similar
applications have motivated this research to explore the use the GBRT method for the
determination of stress-strain constitutive models from the force-displacement relation of the
instrumented indentation procedure.
1.2

Research Objectives
As mentioned in the previous section, the key to extracting monotonic isotropic material

properties from the load-displacement relation of an instrumented indentation test is the
development of a unique mapping algorithm. Research studies in similar applications have had
success in the development of such unique inverse algorithms through implementing machine
learning capabilities to their computational models. The gradient boosting technique may be an
ideal computational framework for determining this algorithm. The objectives of this research
are as follows:
1) Perform a comprehensive literature review on:
a) the fundamental theories of isotropic strain-hardening models, contact mechanics and
mechanical analysis of instrumented indentation procedure. The literature review should
include a discussion about the previously proposed methods for extraction of full-range
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stress-strain curves from the load-displacement relation, and the current understanding of
numerical modelling of the microindentation process for a sharp indenter.
b) the basic principles of iterative functional gradient descent algorithms. The literature
review should emphasize theorical background of the gradient boosting machine learning
technique. This includes a discussion of the algorithms that optimize a cost function over
a domain, a review of processes through which the prediction models are assessed for
accuracy, and the methods through which their performance can be optimized through the
tuning of relevant hyperparameters.
2) Develop a finite-element model for the instrumented microindentation procedure. The model
can be used as a means for generating the force-displacement relationship for any
combination of input material properties; Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, strength
coefficient, and strain-hardening index.
3) Assess the cogency of leveraging functional gradient descent algorithms for the prediction of
full-range stress-strain curves from the load-displacement relation of a single sharp
instrumented indentation test. The applicability of this machine learning technique is
assessed for variations in training set density and input isotopic elastic and plastic material
properties. The robustness of this method for variation in relevant hyperparameters is
investigated.
Figure 1.1 outlines the flow and relationship between research objectives 3) and 4). The
finite element model will serve as a ‘forward algorithm’ for which to simulate the instrumented
indentation procedure for any desired virtual material. This research should assess the feasibility
of using the gradient boosting technique for determining the ‘inverse algorithm’, or the means of
determining monotonic strain-hardening parameters, from the force-displacement relation.
4

Figure 1.1: Schematic illustration of proposed method
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Chapter 2

Background
2.1

Elastic-Plastic Material Behavior and Models
Fundamentally important to the general mechanical analysis of metallic engineering

components is a comprehensive understanding of the constitutive models which define the stressstrain relation of a bulk material. There are three major types of deformation which occur in
engineering metals: elastic, plastic, and creep deformation. To perform an accurate timeindependent mechanical analysis of an engineering material, an engineer must have knowledge
of the material properties which define the elastic-plastic response.
A typical engineering metal exhibits two major types of deformation under loading.
Elastic deformation which is recovered immediately upon unloading, and plastic deformation
which refers to the permanent geometry changes involved with the movements of atomistic
dislocations along crystalline slip-planes. In order to fully define the isotropic stress-strain
relation of an engineering material, constitutive equations must be established, and material
parameters must be determined [1].
When dealing with small magnitudes of strain and disregarding the effects of thermal
expansion, Hooke’s law, Eq. (2.1a-c), may serve as a suffice representation of the stress-strain
response of an engineering material [2].
𝜀𝑥 =

1
[𝜎 − 𝜈(𝜎𝑦 + 𝜎𝑧 )]
𝐸 𝑥

(2.1a)

𝜀𝑦 =

1
[𝜎 − 𝜈(𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑧 )]
𝐸 𝑦

(2.1𝑏)

𝜀𝑧 =

1
[𝜎 − 𝜈(𝜎𝑥 + 𝜎𝑦 )]
𝐸 𝑧

(2.1𝑐)
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In Eq. (2.1), 𝜎 and 𝜀 represent stress and strain in the 𝑥, 𝑦, and 𝑧 directions, respectfully. 𝜈 is
Poisson’s ratio, and 𝐸 is Young’s modulus.
Although Hooke’s Law can serve as a simple and useful model for the definition of
elastic deformation behavior, as mentioned in priori, it is oftentimes desired to obtain a more
comprehensive model for material behavior. For defining the entire stress-strain response of a
material, prior to and post yielding, there are a multitude of models which can be considered,
inclusive of but not limited to: elastic-perfectly plastic, elastic linear hardening, elastic power
hardening, and the Ramberg-Osgood model. Figure 2.1 shows a brief illustration of each of the
four isotropic stress-strain constitutive models mentioned.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.1: Plastic deformation constitutive relationships: (a) elastic perfectly plastic, (b) elastic
linear hardening, (c) elastic power hardening, (d) Ramberg-Osgood [1]
2.1.1 Isotropic Power-Hardening Models
Many of the frequently selected metallic materials for engineered components which
would benefit from characterization through instrumented indentation testing, are approximated
well by non-linear exponential plasticity models. This is a consequence of the fact that a
considerable amount of engineering materials exhibit work hardening as a characteristic post
yielding behavior. Among the most frequently leveraged methods for numerical representation of
elastic-plastic deformation behavior are the elastic power-hardening relationship and the
7

Ramberg-Osgood relationship. The elastic power-hardening relationship assumes that below a
yielding threshold the stresses (𝜎) are proportional to the elastic modulus (𝐸). For stress
magnitudes above the yield stress (𝜎0 ) the stress is proportional to strain (𝜀) raised to a power.
This relation can be expressed in terms of both strains, [1]
𝐸𝜀
𝜎={
𝐻1 𝜀 𝑛1

(𝜀 ≤ 𝜀0 )
(2.2)
(𝜀 ≥ 𝜀0 )

or stresses,

𝜀=

𝜎
𝐸

(𝜎 ≤ 𝜎0 )
(2.3)

1

𝜎 𝑛1
( )
{ 𝐻1

(𝜎 ≥ 𝜎0 )

where 𝐻1 and 𝑛1 are the strength coefficient and strain hardening index, respectively.
The elastic power hardening model consists of two segments which exhibit class 𝐶 0
continuity at the yield point, (𝜀0 , 𝜎0 ). By combining both segments of Eq. (2.2) (or Eq. (2.3)), the
value of yield strength can be shown to be, [1]
1

𝐻1 1−𝑛1
𝜎0 = 𝐸 ( )
𝐸

(2.4)

Another popular elastic-plastic deformation model for strain hardening metallic materials
is the Ramberg-Osgood relationship [15]. This model shares the characteristic power-hardening
form with the prior discussed elastic power-hardening model, although the Ramberg-Osgood
model expresses the total strain (𝜀) as the sum of both elastic and plastic strain. Elastic strain
(𝜀𝑒 ), is defined inversely proportional to the Young’s modulus, as shown in Eq. (2.5), while the
plastic strain (𝜀𝑝 ) is defined by an exponential relationship with the strength coefficient (𝐻) and
the strain hardening index (𝑛). The relationship between the stress (𝜎) and the plastic strain is
shown in Eq. (2.6) [1].
8

σ = 𝐸𝜀𝑒

(2.5)

𝜎 = 𝐻𝜀𝑝 𝑛

(2.6)

The Ramberg-Osgood relationship, Eq. (2.7), is formed by expressing the total strain as
the sum of the elastic strain from Eq. (2.5), and the plastic strain from Eq. (2.6). The abstract
from the original publication deriving this model eloquently coined the equation as a ‘simple
formula for describing the stress-strain curve in terms of three parameters’ [15].
1

𝜎
𝜎 𝑛
𝜀 = 𝜀𝑒 + 𝜀𝑝 = + ( )
𝐸
𝐻

(2.7)

It should be noted that this relationship cannot be solved explicitly for stress. As such, the
Ramberg-Osgood model provides a singular smooth curve for all values of stress and exhibits
class 𝐶 1 continuity at any offset yield point (𝜎0 ). Equation (2.18) describes the yield strength as
the stress corresponding to a plastic strain offset equal to 0.002 [1].
𝜎0 = 𝐻(0.002)𝑛

(2.8)

Thus, through leverage of either the elastic power-hardening or the Ramberg-Osgood model,
the full elastic-plastic behavior of a material can be modelled through three parameters: the
strength coefficient, the strain hardening exponent, and the Young’s Modulus. As previously
mentioned, this model is frequently used for the analysis of metallic engineering materials. The
innate power-hardening form has proven to be ideal for metallic materials which exhibit nonlinear strain hardening, such as aluminum, steel, and copper [1, 16-19]. It should be mentioned
that the remainder of this work focuses on the goal of defining Ramberg-Osgood models through
the determination of three parameters: 𝐸, 𝐻 and 𝑛. Literature has used various combinations of
strain hardening material properties for similar applications. When considering the three strain
9

hardening material properties: 𝐻, 𝑛 and 𝜎0 , only two of the three are independent for a given
offset yielding [1].
In addition, it should be recognized that the Ramberg-Osgood model, Eq. (2.7), and the
elastic power hardening relationship, Eq. (2.3), are essentially equivalent if the strains are
adequately large that the plastic portion dominates the deformation regime. In the case of high
magnitudes of strain, the elastic portion of Eq. (2.7) can be considered to be negligible, and the
values of 𝐻 and 𝑛, from Eq. (2.7), would be approximately equal in magnitude to the values of
𝐻1 and 𝑛1 , of Eq. (2.3) fitted to the same data [1]. Figure 2.2 illustrates the similarity between
the Ramberg-Osgood model and the elastic power hardening model for magnitudes of strain
between 0 and 0.1. The material models plotted are the isotropic representations of Eq. (2.7)
Plasticity Model Comparison
7075-T6 Aluminum
700
600

σ, [MPa]

500
400

300
200

Ramberg-Osgood Model

100

Elastic, Power Hardening Model

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

ε, [mm\mm]

Figure 2.2: Schematic of stress-strain behavior for monotonic loading
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0.1

and Eq. (2.3) for 7075-T6 aluminum, assuming material constants of 𝐸 = 70.3 𝐺𝑃𝑎, 𝐻 = 𝐻1 =
825 𝑀𝑃𝑎, and 𝑛 = 𝑛1 = 0.113 [20]. In the case of instrumented indentation testing, plastic
deformation behavior dominates the development of strain around the indenter tip, and the two
models of Figure 2.2 could be used interchangeably.
2.1.2 Traditional Determination of Strain-Hardening Properties
The traditional method for determining the material constants which describe the RambergOsgood model is uniaxial tensile testing. This method performs computations involving the
monotonic true stress and true plastic strain values. The American Society for Testing and
Materials (ASTM) has outlined a procedure for the determination of these values from the results
of a uniaxial tensile test on a standardized specimen. This procedure is outlined in standard E646
– 16. The ASTM procedure for the determination of monotonic material properties is as follows
[21]:
1. Calculate the true strain (𝜀), also referred to as the logarithmic strain, using the current
length of the gauge length (𝐿) and the initial gauge length (𝐿𝑜 ) of the standardized
specimen using Eq. (2.9).
𝜀 = ln (

𝐿
)
𝐿𝑜

(2.9)

2. Calculate the true stress (𝜎) using the tensile force applied to the test specimen (𝐹), the
current length of the gauge length (𝐿), the initial gauge length (𝐿𝑜 ), and the initial cross
sectional area of the test specimen (𝐴𝑜 ) according to Eq. (2.10).
𝜎=

𝐹𝐿
𝐴𝑜 𝐿𝑜

11

(2.10)

3. Determine the magnitude of the strain hardening exponent (𝑛) from the logarithm pairs of
true stress and true strain, in accordance with Eq. (2.11),
𝑁
𝑁
𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(log 𝜀𝑖 ∙ log 𝜎𝑖 ) − (∑𝑖=1 log 𝜀𝑖 )(∑𝑗=1 log 𝜎𝑗 )
𝑛=
𝑁
2
2
𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(log 𝜀𝑖 ) − (∑𝑖=1 log 𝜀𝑖 )

(2.11)

where 𝑁 is the numer of (𝜎𝑖 , 𝜖𝑖 ) data observations.
4. Calculate the logarithm of the strength coefficient (𝐻), according to Eq. (2.12).
𝑁
∑𝑁
𝑖=1(log 𝜎𝑖 ) − 𝑛 ∑𝑖=1 log 𝜀𝑖
log 𝐻 =
𝑁

(2.12)

ASTM standard E646 – 16, in addition to containing detailed methods for the
determination of post-yielding material constants, 𝐻 and 𝑛, also details a procedure for
calculation of the standard deviation of the strain hardening exponents (𝑆𝐷𝑛 ) based upon the
slope variance of the regression line. This measure of variability is computed as follows [21],

𝑆𝐷𝑛 = √

2
𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(log 𝜎𝑖 − log 𝐻 − 𝑛 ∙ log 𝜀𝑖 )
𝑁
2
2
(𝑁 − 2)(𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(log 𝜀𝑖 ) − (∑𝑖=1 log 𝜀𝑖 ) )

(2.13)

It should be recognized from Eq. (2.9) through (2.13) that the two strain hardening
constants, 𝐻 and 𝑛, can also be determined graphically from a log-log plot of true stress and true
plastic strain. The strength coefficient is the value of true stress at plastic strain equal to 100percent (i.e. 𝜀𝑝 = 1). The strain hardening index is the slope on the log–log plot if the
logarithmic decades for both axes are of equal length. Figure 2.3 illustrates a typical graphical
assessment of strain hardening parameters from true stress-strain plot in log-log coordinates.
Henceforth, a plot of true stress versus true total strain is a curve on the log–log plot. For small
values of strain, this curve approaches the line of unity slope corresponding to elastic strains; at
large strains, it approaches the plastic strain line of slope 𝑛 [1, 21].
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Figure 2.3: Log-log plot of true stress vs. true strain with power-hardening fit
2.2

Limitations of Uniaxial Testing
The use of uniaxial tensile testing for the determination of strain hardening parameters is

outlined by the contents of numerous industry standards and textbooks [1, 20-22]. Yet, it is an
inherently cumbersome and limited procedure due to the reliance on standardized specimen
geometries and the destructive nature of testing. To appropriately determine stress and strain
values from a uniaxial tensile test, in adherence to ASTM standards E8/E8M – 16a [22] and
E646 – 16 [21], test specimen (of standardized geometry) must be manufactured to be
representative of the bulk material to be characterized. Figure 2.4 depicts the standard plate-type
test specimen defined in ASTM Standard E8/E8M – 16a where gauge length (G), width (W),
thickness (T), radius of fillet (R), overall length (L), length of reduced parallel section (A), length
of grip section (B), and width of grip section (C) are each dimensioned and tightly toleranced.
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Figure 2.4: Rectangular tension test specimen [22]
In addition to the plate-type specimen, ASTM standard E8/E8M – 16a outlines
standardized specimen for flat, shouldered-end, threaded-end, wire, and pin-loaded specimen for
which only the plate-type and pin-loaded specimen are permitted for determination of strainhardening properties in accordance with ASTM standard E646 – 16.
Both the standardization of test specimen geometry and destructive nature of uniaxial
testing has become a source of hardship for engineers, manufacturers, and designers as there has
been increased industry demand for mechanical safety evaluations at system weak points which
has been ill-addressed by current mechanical testing capabilities [7]. To determine mechanical
properties of a new material, a standardized specimen must be manufactured and tested to
failure. This procedure is not only costly, time consuming, and labor intensive, but also entirely
excludes the possibility of individual component in-line testing for post-fabrication material
property validation, or sub-component level testing for localized material properties.
The shortcomings of the uniaxial tensile test have been exacerbated with the advent of new
manufacturing technologies such as additive manufacturing (AM), 3D metal printing, and thinfilm coatings. Extreme manufacturing costs and labor rates, coupled with the uncertain
mechanical performance of AM and thin-film components have created an unprecedented
industry demand for accurate assessment of full range stress-strain curves through nondestructive means of testing [4, 6, 8, 10, 23, 24].
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2.3

Instrumented Indentation
While throughout the early twentieth century, advancements in the capability and

understanding of uniaxial tensile testing dominated the research forefront of mechanical testing
[1, 15], recent research has revealed promising potential in the use of instrumented
microindentation testing for the assessment of similar mechanical properties, while
simultaneously addressing the shortcomings of uniaxial testing discussed in Section 2.2. The
instrumented microindentation test is similar in nature to the macro-indentation techniques used
for hardness assessment, with two key differences:
1. Microindentation takes place on the micro-scale, meaning the residual imprints from the
indenter tip are not visible to the naked eye. Indentation depths are on the order of
micrometers, while penetration loads are on the order of a few hundred millinewtons [4, 2426]
2. Instrumented indentation involves the continuous recording of the indentation depth (ℎ) and
force (𝑃) to generate a force-displacement curve. Indentation depths are plotted along the
abscissa while penetration loads are plotted on the ordinate axis.
The experimental output of an instrumented indentation test is the load-displacement plot.
The load-displacement plot of a single indentation involves two distinct portions; the first being a
loading curve which begins at the origin and extends to the point of (ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ), and the second
being an unloading curve which contains the load-displacement relationship generated by the
effects the elastic strain recovery process beneath the indenter tip. The unloading curve has
traditionally been defined by two variables, a tangent unloading stiffness (𝑆) and a residual
displacement (ℎ𝑓 ). Figure 2.5 illustrates general form of the load-displacement relation for an
instrumented indentation test.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic illustration of load-displacement data [27]
The appeal of using instrumented indentation as a means for assessing material properties
is twofold. Firstly it is appropriate to claim, for the bulk of engineering applications, that
instrumented indentation testing is to be considered a non-destructive means of testing since the
sole permanent deformation resulting from the test procedure is an imprint of depth ℎ𝑓 .
Secondly, instrumented indentation is an appealing test method due to its ability to assess the
local material properties of non-homogenous materials. This localization is especially appealing
when dealing with engineered systems which require the application of surface coatings, surface
treatments, thin film layers, or welded connections [4, 7].
In the instrumented indentation test, a pyramid-shaped diamond tip indenter is used to
create an indentation in the test specimen. The size of this imprint is most commonly quantified
on the scale of micrometers. It is small enough that it is undetectable to the naked eye. For many
engineering applications, an imprint of this size would not be deemed a destructive flaw in the
component. The destructive nature of the residual imprint could be quantitatively assessed on a
case-by-case basis using the critical defect size obtained through cyclic R-curve analysis for a
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given material and strain-loading pattern [28, 29]. Figure 2.6 depicts the residual imprint from an
instrumented indentation test on a sample of 4340 steel under 1000X magnification. It has been
included to depict the relative scale of the residual imprint in comparison to the material’s
microstructural features.

Figure 2.6: Residual imprint on 4340 steel from microindentation test
In addition to the non-destructive nature of this test method, another quality that makes
instrumented indentation a promising test method for the determination of isotropic mechanical
properties is the exceptionally high sensitivity of the load-displacement output to changes in
post-yielding mechanical properties. Wang [3] published a study on the effects of changing
various elastic-plastic mechanical properties; Young’s modulus (𝐸), yield strength (𝜎𝑦 ), and
strain-hardening index (𝑛), on the load-displacement output of a displacement-controlled
microindentation procedure on isotropic strain-hardening materials. In this study, materials were
modeled using a hardening model in the form of Eq. (2.3) [3]. Wang’s study explored the
variation in peak load and residual displacement magnitudes for virtual materials with strain
hardening exponents ranging from 0 (elastic-perfectly plastic) to 0.5. In the study, the ratio of
yield strength to Young’s modulus (𝜎𝑦 /𝐸) was fixed at a constant equal to 0.004, and the depth
17

of indenter penetration is fixed at 2.0 μm. Over the prescribed range of strain-hardening indices,
the peak load of the instrumented indentation procedure varies by approximately 350 mN, while
the residual displacement (ℎ𝑓 ) varies by approximately 0.15 μm. Figure 2.7 illustrates the results
of Wang’s study.

Figure 2.7: Load-displacement curves with different strain hardening indices, 𝑛 [3]
Many researchers, having observed this heavy dependency of input isotropic mechanical
properties on output load-displacement relations, have made microindentation their research
focus over recent years. The following sections outline from literature the relationships which
have been firmly established for the determination of mechanical properties from loaddisplacement output, and discussion is provided on the topic of mechanical properties which
have yet to be uniquely determined from the results of instrumented indentation.
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2.3.1 Vickers Microhardness
In engineering, hardness is most common defined as the resistance of a material to
indentation, or the pressing of a nearly rigid indenter tip of known geometry against a material
sample with a known force such that a depression is made. The depression, or indentation, results
from plastic deformation beneath the indenter tip [30]. Martens [31] provided one of the most
rudimentary and simplistic definitions of hardness. Martens’ work related the force resistance
with which a body counters the penetration of another (little deformable) body, to the surface
area between the penetrating and resisting body. This resistance to deformation was termed
hardness (𝐻). It is defined in Eq. (2.14),
𝐻=

𝐹
𝐴

(2.14)

where 𝐹 is the test force and 𝐴 is the indentation surface area.
One of the distinguishing features of microindentation is the near exclusive use of the
Vickers indenter geometry. ASTM Standard E384 – 17 outlines a standardized test method for
microindentation hardness of materials based upon both Vickers and Knopp indenters, although
the overwhelming majority of research in this field has leveraged the Vickers pyramid. The
Vickers indenter is a square-based pyramid indenter which is constructed out of diamond. As
depicted in Figure 2.8, the indenter geometry contains face angles of 136° and leaves an imprint
which is traditionally characterized in scale by the mean length of its two imprint diagonals, 𝑑1
and 𝑑2 [12].
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Figure 2.8: Vickers indenter geometry [12]
Amongst the most convenient of analytical relationships pertaining to the instrumented
Vickers indentation test, is the proportional relation between the cross-sectional area of the
indenter body and the penetration depth of the indenter tip. With knowledge of the Vickers
indenter geometry, a relationship which describes microhardness of the material can be
generated, using Martens’ definition of hardness from Eq. (2.14). The Vickers microhardness
(𝐻𝑉) is obtained by dividing the force applied to the indenter (𝑃) by the contact surface area
between the pyramid indenter and the material being tested. Eq. (2.15) is obtained by
supplementing Martens’ relation, Eq. (2.14), with the geometrical constraints of the pyramidal
indenter: mean diagonal length of the imprint (𝑑) and pyramid face-angle (𝛼) [1].
𝐻𝑉 =

2𝑃
𝛼
sin ( )
2
𝑑
2

(2.15)

In Eq. (2.15), the value of 𝛼 for the Vickers indenter defined in ASTM standard E384 – 17 is
taken to be equal to 136°. Evaluation of Eq. (2.15) at the ASTM standard face angle, and
converting 𝐻𝑉 to units of 𝐺𝑃𝑎 yields Eq. (2.16) [12],
𝑃

𝐻𝑉 = 0.0018544 × 𝑑2

(2.16)

where peak force (𝑃) has units of newtons, and the mean diagonal length of the indentation
imprint (𝑑) has units of 𝑚𝑚.
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For years, the use of instrumented indentation testing as a means of assessing the
hardness of a material was seen as a breakthrough innovation, though more recent research has
indicated that the load-displacement plot from an instrumented indentation test can be used to
assess much more than simply hardness. The following section will outline a methodology for
the assessment of the elastic modulus through instrumented indentation.
2.3.2 Modulus of Indentation
Perhaps amongst the greatest of innovations in the field of mechanical testing was a
discovery by Heinrich Hertz in 1881 [30] that gave birth to the field of classical contact
mechanics. The novelty of Hertz’s discoveries was the realization that the non-adhesive contact
space (𝑎) between an elastic sphere of a given radius (𝑅) applied with indentation force (𝐹) to an
elastically deformable planar half-space could be defined through leverage of a new quantity,
called the reduced modulus (𝐸𝑟 ). This scenario is illustrated in Figure 2.9, which portrays the
way in which the effect of mechanical sink-in changes the non-adhesive contact space (𝑎)
between a spherical indenter and an elastic plane for a prescribed indentation depth (ℎ).

Figure 2.9: Elastic contact of a spherical indenter with force, 𝐹, into a sample having a plane
surface [30]
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The indentation depth (ℎ) consists of two portions, the contact depth (ℎ𝑐 ) and the depth from the
original unloaded surface to the contact between the indenter in the sample (ℎ𝑎 ). Working under
the knowledge that the contact depth (ℎ𝑐 ) is equal to half of the indentation depth (ℎ), Hertz [30]
revealed that for the geometry defined in Figure 2.9 the non-adhesive contact space (𝑎) could be
defined by Eq. (2.17).
1

3𝐹𝑅 3
)
𝑎=(
4𝐸𝑟

(2.17)

In this relationship, the reduced modulus (𝐸𝑟 ) is a combination of the material properties of the
elastic half-space (elastic modulus, 𝐸𝑠 ; Poisson’s ratio, 𝜈𝑠 ) and the elastic indenter probe (𝐸𝑖 , 𝜈𝑖 ).
Eq. (2.18) describes the reduced modulus based up the material properties of the indenter, and
the elastic half-space [4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 24, 27, 32-39].
1
1 − 𝜈𝑠 2 1 − 𝜈𝑖 2
=
+
𝐸𝑟
𝐸𝑠
𝐸𝑖

(2.18)

Hertz’s discoveries in describing the contact space between an indenter and an indented
media [30], paved the way for many of the more recent discoveries by the likes of Sneddon [40],
Doerner and Nix [41], and Oliver and Pharr [27, 37]. Amongst these discoveries is the use of
instrumented indentation testing for evaluation of both the indentation modulus (𝐸𝑠 ) and the
reduced Young’s Modulus (𝐸𝑟 ). Oliver and Pharr have been extensively cited for proving out an
effective methodology for the determination of the elastic modulus from output of an
instrumented indentation test [27, 37]. By extension of Hertz’s theory of contact mechanics, the
surface between a sharp pyramidal indenter and a flat surface can be numerically defined. Figure
2.10 illustrates in a schematic diagram the behavior of surface contact mechanics between a
conical indenter and an elastic half-space during the elastic strain-recovery process arising during
the unloading of a sharp instrumented indentation.
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Figure 2.10: Elastic strain recovery during unloading process of conical indenter with annotated
variables to characterize the contact geometry [27]
Sneddon [40] has been cited with the development of an accurate equation for the sink-in
depth (ℎ𝑠 ) around various geometry indenters. Eq. (2.19) describes the surface contact height
(ℎ𝑠 ), as labeled in Figure 2.10. The maximum load of on the indenter (𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) is divided
magnitude of the tangent unloading stiffness (𝑆), in direct proportion to a geometry constant (𝜖).
ℎ𝑠 = 𝜖

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑆

(2.19)

The empirically observed value of 𝜖 for a conical punch indenter with an interior half-angle (𝜙)
equal to 70.3° is 0.72 [40]. Sneddon’s observations have been taken to be accurate, as they
showed strong agreement with the findings of Doerner and Nix [41]. In accordance with the
geometry in Figure 2.10, Eq. (2.20) details how the contact depth (ℎ𝑐 ) can be calculated by
taking the difference of the indentation depth at maximum indentation load (ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) and the
quantity from Eq. (2.19).
ℎ𝑐 = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − ℎ𝑠 = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝜖

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑆

(2.20)

Oliver and Pharr [27, 37] built upon the theoretical developments of Sneddon, Doerner,
and Nix. Their work applied the same principles used in the derivation of Eq. (2.17), to produce
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Eq. (2.21) for the determination of the reduced modulus (𝐸𝑟 ) through leverage of measurements
from the load-displacement data of instrumented indentation procedure [27, 37-39].
𝐸𝑟 =

√𝜋 𝑆
∙
2β √𝐴

(2.21)

In Eq. (2.21), 𝛽 is a dimensionless parameter used to account for deviations in stiffness caused
by the lack of axial symmetry for pyramidal indenters. For a conical indenter 𝛽 is taken to be
unity [27]. To calculate reduced modulus using Eq. (2.21), the contact area between the indenter
tip and the indentation material (𝐴) is defined based on known indenter geometry and indentation
depth (ℎ). Sakharova et al. [38] published the contents of Table 2.1 in their study which explored
the contact area for various indenter geometries to describe the area functions in terms of the
contact height (ℎ𝑐 ).
Table 2.1: Area functions for assorted indenter geometries
Indenter
Berkovich
Vickers
conical

Area Function, 𝐀 (𝛍𝐦𝟐 )
24.675ℎ𝑐 2 + 0.562ℎ𝑐 + 0.003216
24.561(ℎ𝑐 + 0.008)2 + 0.206(ℎ𝑐 + 0.008)
24.5(ℎ𝑐 + 0.011427)2

It should be presently noted, that many of the recent and ongoing studies of instrumented
indentation involve a heavy utilization of numerical simulation, wherein the indenter is oft
considered to be a rigid body, such that the second term of Eq. (2.18) becomes zero. This is a
permissible assumption in many cases due to the extremely high elastic modulus of the diamond
tip indenters, such that 𝐸𝑖 ≫ 𝐸𝑠 . Eq. (2.22) is a condensed form of the formula for reduced
modulus, defined in Eq. (2.18), for the case of a rigid indenter [23, 34, 36].
1
1 − 𝜈𝑠 2
=
𝐸𝑟
𝐸𝑠
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(2.22)

Eq. (2.23) combines Eq. (2.21) and (2.22) to reveal that the Young’s modulus of the indented
material (𝐸𝑠 ) can be expressed for a rigid indenter as [36],
1

1 − 𝜈𝑠 2 𝜋 2 𝑑𝑃
𝐸𝑠 =
( ) ∙
2
𝐴
𝑑ℎ

(2.23)

for any indenter geometry for which the contact area equation (𝐴) is known. Eq. (2.23) is robust
in the fact that the only material constant which must be known in priori is the Poisson’s ratio of
the indented material (𝜈𝑠 ). Otherwise, all other dependent variables all immediately calculable
upon the results of the instrumented indentation procedure.
2.3.3 Additional Calculable Parameters
Thus far, this literature review has provided an in-depth review of procedures which have
been proven for the determination of isotropic mechanical properties form the load-displacement
plot of an instrumented indentation procedure. In addition to the prior mentioned parameters,
literature has provided several additional quantities which are calculable from the loaddisplacement output of an instrumented indentation test. These properties include; the total,
elastic, and plastic work of indentation (𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 , 𝑊𝑒 , and 𝑊𝑝 respectively), as well as Kick’s
loading curve coefficient (𝐶).
Similar to the manner through which mechanical toughness is determined from the
integration of the stress-strain curve, the work of indentation can be calculated from integrating
the load-displacement output of the instrumented indentation test. The total work of indentation
(𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 ) is the entire area between the loading curve and the depth (ℎ) axis, while the elastic work
of indentation (𝑊𝑒 ) would be the area between the unloading curve and the depth a xis. As
described in Eq. (2.26), the difference between 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 and 𝑊𝑒 would be the remaining area
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between the loading and unloading curves. This remaining area is the plastic work of indentation
(𝑊𝑝 ). Figure 2.11 depicts these regions on a traditional load-displacement plot.

Figure 2.11: Schematic illustration of the typical load vs. displacement response of a power-law
hardening material to instrumented sharp indentation [42]
Eq. (2.24) through (2.26) define the relationship between the three work quantities associated
with instrumented indentation procedures [6, 43].
ℎ𝑚

𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∫

(2.24)

𝐹 𝑑ℎ

0
ℎ𝑚

𝑊𝑒 = ∫

(2.25)

𝐹 𝑑ℎ

ℎ𝑟
ℎ𝑚

𝑊𝑝 = 𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡 − 𝑊𝑒 = ∫
0

ℎ𝑚

𝐹 𝑑ℎ − ∫

𝐹 𝑑ℎ

(2.26)

ℎ𝑟

Although it should be noted that the work of indentation quantities can be readily
calculated through integration of the force-displacement relation, a more simplistic approach was
proposed by Tho et al. [24]. This study proposed a relationship applicable for materials in which
the ratio of reduced Young’s modulus to yield strength (𝐸𝑟 /𝜎𝑦 ) is greater than 60, and the
magnitude of strain hardening indices is between 0 and 0.6. Eq. (2.27) relates the ratio of plastic
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indentation work and total indentation work to the ratio of residual displacement (ℎ𝑟 ) and
maximum indentation depth (ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) [6, 24, 44].
𝑊𝑝
ℎ𝑟
= 1.2973 ∙
− 0.298
𝑊𝑡𝑜𝑡
ℎ𝑚

(2.27)

Another relevant calculable parameter from the results of an instrumented indentation
procedure is the constant of curvature (𝐶). The constant of curvature is from Kick’s law, Eq.
(2.28), which states that the loading portion of an instrumented sharp indentation generally
follows the form of a parabola [6, 24, 33, 38, 36, 44-47].
𝑃 = 𝐶ℎ2

(2.28)

The usage of a parabola to represent the loading behavior of an indentation procedure is
particularly relevant when computational modelling is used to simulate the physical behavior of
an instrumented indentation procedure [23, 25, 33, 48-50]. In order to obtain a smooth loading
curve, finite element meshes must be refined to an extraordinarily high degree. There is
computational expense to be spared by working under the assumption of a parabolic loading
curve. This theory was explored by Dean and Clyne [50], as well as by Charleux [51]. This
concept is illustrated in Figure 2.12. The force-displacement relation was generated from a
numerical simulation of an instrumented indentation procedure. It has been plotted with a red
loading curve, and a blue unloading curve. To create a force-displacement output which more
accurately reflects experimental loading conditions, Eq. (2.28) has been fit to the loading portion
of the force-displacement relationship. The fitting of the loading curve to Kick’s law eliminates
the rippling effect created by fluctuating interaction forces between finite-element nodes, and the
rigid indenter tip during the numerical simulation process [50, 51].
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Figure 2.12: Parabolic fit in form of Kick’s law applied to numerically simulated load vs.
displacement plot [51]
This section has outlined the methods through which the three measurements of the work
of indentation, and the constant of curvature can be determined from the output loaddisplacement plot of an instrumented indentation test. While this thesis does not go into fulldepth analysis of the following quantities, it should be mentioned that the literature review has
revealed that other mechanical properties have potential to be assessed through analysis of the
load-displacement plot of a singular instrumented indentation. Additional mechanical properties
with potential for assessment through instrumented indentation include the initial residual stress
of a planar surface [7, 52], as well as the fracture toughness of a material [7].
2.4

Limitations of Instrumented Indentation
Each of the numerical quantities which have thus far been discussed in relation to the

instrumented indentation procedure have been calculable based upon the results of a singular
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indentation. These quantities have included the Vickers microhardness, reduced and elastic
modulus, elastic, plastic, and total work of indentation, and the constant of curvature. Thus, it
can be stated that there exists an inverse algorithm for the assessment of these mechanical
properties based upon the results of a singular indentation. For other properties, the existence of
this type of inverse algorithm has not been established. In particular, the properties associated
with the isotropic strain-hardening of metallic components have proven to be particularly
difficult to establish an inverse relationship. Three specific properties which have yet to have
established an inverse algorithm for determination from an instrumented indentation procedure
include the yield strength, strain-hardening index, and the strength coefficient. It was previously
mentioned in Section 2.1.1 that two of these three properties can be used can be used to
completely define the isotropic stress-strain curve for a stain-hardening material, in combination
with the elastic modulus. Since the elastic modulus is already identifiable from a single
indentation procedure, if an inverse relationship for the strength coefficient (𝐻) and strain
hardening index (𝑛) could be determined for a singular indentation, then the entirety of the
isotropic stress-strain curve could be defined from a singular instrumented indentation procedure
putting to rest the key limitations of uniaxial tensile testing outlined in Section 2.2.
Numerous researchers [27, 33, 42, 53] have suggested that the hardness of a material can
be used as unique means for determination of the yield strength, although opposing studies have
noted these methods as highly approximate, some exhibiting a percentage error in predicted yield
strength of up to 54.9% [10, 53, 54]. Cao and Lu [55], amongst others [25, 56-58] have indicated
that the solution lies in the use of multiple indenter geometries. Although multiple indenter
solutions may have exhibited high degrees of accuracy, their methodologies do not make
possible the assessment of full-range stress-strain curves from the result of a singular indentation.
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Methodologies have been employed for the prediction of post-yielding parameters through
leverage of a spherical indenter, although these proposed methods rely heavily on precise
tabulation of the contact area, as well as the initial contact point between the spherical indenter
and the planar surface [11, 59-61]. This same collection of methodologies was explored in depth
by Lu et al. [10], who deemed these methods to be undesirable due to the amount of additional
parameters and measurements which must be added to the instrumented indentation procedure
for their implementation, and the ‘inherent difficulties’ involved in the accurate accounting of
these parameters.
A study published in March 2020 by Lu et al. [10] has indicated a high degree of success
in the use of a single sharp indentation for assessment of post-yielding parameters through
leveraging of deep learning techniques. While the studies share the stated objective of
developing a unique 1-to-1 mapping of the isotropic constitutive model from the result of depthsensing indentation testing, there are numerous distinguishing features between the methodology
of Lu et al. [10] and the presented work. The work of Lu et al. focuses on the implementation of
residual multi-fidelity neural networks for the determination of full-range stress strain
parameters, reduced modulus, and yield strength. On the contrary, the presented work focuses
specifically on determining the validity of applying the gradient boosting machine learning
technique. In the presented work, machine learning methods are used to determine RambergOsgood strain hardening characterization parameters, strength coefficient and strain hardening
index, as opposed to both elastic and plastic parameters as discussed by Lu et al. [10]
Additionally, the presented work focuses on the potential for determining a widely-applicable
optimum set of input hyperparameters for the training of the statistical boosting algorithms. This
is an approach which is not discussed in the recent publication of Lu et al. [10].
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Other methodologies have been employed for the prediction of post-yielding parameters
through leverage of a spherical indenter, although these proposed methods rely heavily on
precise tabulation of the contact area, as well as the initial contact point between the spherical
indenter and the planar surface [11, 59-61]. This same collection of methodologies was explored
in depth by Lu et al. [10], who deemed these methods to be undesirable due to the amount of
additional parameters and measurements which must be added to the instrumented indentation
procedure for their implementation, and the ‘inherent difficulties’ involved in the accurate
accounting of these parameters.
This section has outlined in detail the current capabilities and completeness of available
methodologies for the determination of the isotropic strain-hardening parameters from the output
of a single sharp indentation procedure. The following sections in this chapter will discuss in
depth the current computational tools available for the prediction of these previously perplexing
material properties.
2.5

Finite Element Modelling of Instrumented Indentation
Amongst the most powerful tools available to engineers today is the ability to simulate

physical phenomena in a virtual workspace. Mechanical testing is one of the most tedious and
cumbersome procedures which must be performed by engineers, so whenever the opportunity to
accelerate the rate of engineering research through use of computation tools is available, it is
wise to leverage these tools. While numerical simulation can be a powerful tool, the leverage of
finite element analysis can be a misleading tool if not implemented properly. The outputs of a
finite element analysis depend on two types of input data. The first type is the physical
characteristics of the problem such as material properties, boundary conditions, and loading
conditions. The second type is the finite element model data. This category includes element
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types, mesh sizes, and types of iteration schemes used in the solving of the numerical simulation.
Before conducting numerical experiments, it is necessary to investigate a proper finite element
model to simulate the instrumented indentation test.
There have been many pieces of literature published on the use of finite-element
simulation in the research of instrumented indentation testing capabilities, most of which pertain
to the use of axisymmetric conical models for the representation of non-symmetrical indenter
geometries such as Vickers and Berkovich [3, 23, 48, 62, 63], the influence of sliding frictional
interfaces on the output load-displacement of a numerically simulated instrumented indentation
[3, 5, 33, 45], and the selection of element types and mesh refinement for minimization of
numerical error in the development of a parametric study mesh [6, 25].
2.5.1 Equivalent Conical Indenter Theory
Literature has indicated that Vickers indentation can be sufficiently modeled in the 2Daxissymmeric space using a conical indenter with an interior half-angle of 70.3° within a
reasonable degree of error. Kang, Becker, and Sun [63] found that the peak load of a Vickers
indentation can be approximated within 3% through the leverage of a 2D-axissymmetric conical
indenter of 70.3°. The load-displacement relationships generated from both three-dimensional
and axisymmetric models have been plotted in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of load-displacement plots generated from finite element meshes of
various geometries [63]
The findings of Kang, Becker, and Sun were supported by the research of Shi et al. [62] and have
been leveraged in numerous other articles [3, 5, 23, 55].
The prior paragraph stated that the Vickers indentation could be accurately simulated in a
2D axisymmetric model through use of a 70.3° rigid conical indenter with a margin of error
within 3%. It should be presently noted that it is possible to achieve a higher degree of
computational accuracy through implementation of a three-dimensional finite element
simulation, although this would come at the cost of computational time. Since the research
performed for this study requires developing large dataframes of numerically simulated results,
the 2D axisymmetric model is selected for its computational efficiency and acceptable level of
accuracy. Any computational time which can be saved in a single numerical simulation will be
exponentially multiplied throughout the future steps of this research. Thus, the choice was made
to choose a 2D axisymmetric model for all simulated instrumented indentation procedures.
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2.5.2 Effect of Frictional Interfaces
Once an axisymmetric model that can accurately represent the Vickers indentation is
established, the frictional effect between the indenter and the indented material needs to be
considered. Literature has revealed that the effects of Coulomb’s friction between the indenter tip
and the indented material can be considered negligible for numerical simulations which involve
strain-hardening materials, and rigid conical indenters of interior half-angles equal to 70.3°.
Bucaille et al. [56] studied the effects of friction on normal force and on the contact geometry.
Their work leveraged numerical simulation tools to explore the relationship between the
coefficient of friction (𝜇) between the indenter and the material, and the maximum force of
indentation. Baucaille et al. [56] explored this relationship for conical indenters contain four
different values of interior half-angle (𝜙): 42.3°, 50°, 60°, and 70.3°. Coefficients of friction
ranged from 0 to 0.3. The conclusion of their study, illustrated in Figure 2.14, was that the
frictional influences could be excluded from can be considered negligible for rigid conical
indenters with interior half-angles of greater than 60°.

Figure 2.14: Influence of the friction coefficient on the normal force in indentation as a function
of the interior half-angle, 𝜃 [56]
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Some research found during this literary review has proposed that frictional effects need
be considered [64], although this notion is primarily focused on instrumented indentation using
spherical indenters or for materials which approach the behavior of an elastic perfectly plastic
model [33]. The findings of Bucaille et al. [56] were found to have been widely accepted for
research applications involving sharp indenters and power-hardening models [4, 24, 44, 54, 55,
58], and has thus been implemented for the research performed here.
2.5.3 Mesh Structure and Element Selection
In addition to the modelling considerations related to coordinate systems and frictional
interfaces discussed previously, another important decision in the development of an accurate
parametric study mesh is the selection of element types and the mesh refinement techniques
leveraged in the modelling process. Literature unanimously revealed that the ideal element type
for the numerical simulation of instrumented indentation would be a linear four-node
quadrilateral element [6, 47, 54-56, 58]. Figure 2.15 displays the CAX4 element, the linear fournode quadrilateral element from the ABAQUS axisymmetric continuum element library [65]. In
addition to the element type, another quality which must be acknowledged is the structure of the
mesh. A further analysis of literature determined that the overall dimensions of the mesh should
be at least ten-times as large as the maximum indentation depth [47], and that a structured mesh
zone should be developed as to completely contain the plastic deformation zone within a
uniformed mesh region [6, 33, 47].
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Figure 2.15: ABAQUS CAX4 two-dimensional continuum element [65]
One question which is not addressed in this literature review is the element size to be
used for numerical simulation of the instrumented indentation. From this lack of clarity, it was
determined that a mesh convergence study needs to be performed in order to determine the
maximum allowable element size for a parametric study. It is imperative that the mesh used for
parametric studies be as coarse as possible, while still performing at the highest degree of
accuracy in order to minimize computational expenses while not sacrificing on accuracy.
2.6

Machine Learning Fundamentals
The literary review associated with this research has revealed that nearly every proposed

methodology for the prediction of strain-hardening properties from the output load-displacement
plot of an instrumented indentation test has been an attempt to analytically explain the stressstrain field which generates underneath an indenter tip from a standpoint of classical contact
mechanics and plasticity theory. Although these studies have each revealed that there is no
apparent straight-forward relationship to be defined from the result of a singular indentation.
Fortunately, there have been recent breakthroughs in the understanding and accessibility of
data-focused machine-learning methods which have proven to be successful in the prediction of
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numerical regression-type problems. While the majority of research has been focused on
application of these new machine learning techniques towards applications like natural language
interpretation, image processing, and machine autonomy, they hold great promise for addressing
many of the confounding relationships which traditional numerical methods have failed to
address. This section outlines the basics of the gradient boosted regression tree methodology, as
well as a few basic techniques which can be leveraged in the programming and optimization of
machine learning algorithms.
2.6.1 Gradient Boosting
A class of algorithms which has been used increasingly for the task of solving non-linear,
multi-parameter estimation problems is iterative functional gradient descent algorithms,
specifically the machine learning technique of gradient boosting. The boosting algorithm was
chiefly developed by Schapiro and Freund [66, 67], although significant advances, such as the
generalization of boosting to an arbitrary loss function, was performed by Friedman [68-70]. It is
the goal of statistical boosting algorithms to both predict or determine the values of various
output variables from the observed values of various input variables through generalized additive
models [14]. This algorithm seeks to optimize a cost function over an observed function space by
iteratively choosing a function, or weak hypothesis [71], that points in the negative gradient
direction. This view of gradient boosting has led to the development of algorithms to solve
complex regression and classification problems in the fields of image and signal processing,
natural language processing, and human genome analysis. In the gradient boosting regression
model, the observed training set data arrives as a set of examples (𝐷).
𝐷 = {(𝑥 (𝑖) , 𝑦 (𝑖) )}𝑖=1,…,𝑛
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(2.29)

𝐷 is referred to as either the ‘training set’ or the ‘learning set’. The joint space of 𝐷 is composed
of both the 𝑝 × 𝑛-dimensional input space, {𝑥 (𝑖) }, and a one-dimensional output vector, {𝑦 (𝑖) }.
The length of the output vector equals to the number of observations in the training set.
{𝑥 (𝑖) } = {(𝑥𝑗 )𝑗=1…𝑝 }

(2.30𝑎)

𝑖=1,…,𝑛

{𝑦 (𝑖) } = {𝑦}𝑖=1,…,𝑛

(2.30𝑏)

The function (𝑔) for the expected response of the output variable based upon observed variables
(𝔼(𝑦|𝑥)) is computed using a an additive predictor (𝜂(𝑥)), as defined in Eq. (2.31).
𝑔(𝔼(𝑦|𝑥)) = 𝜂(𝑥)

(2.31)

The typical use case for this algorithm leverages multiple explanatory variables, and thus 𝑝 ≥ 1.
The additive predicter, 𝜂(𝑥), consists of constant intercept coefficient (𝛽0 ) and additive effects,
𝑓𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 |𝛽𝑗 ), derived from a predefined set of learners (𝐽) as shown in Eq. (2.32).
𝐽

𝜂(𝑥) = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝑓𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 |𝛽𝑗 )

(2.32)

𝑗=1

The additive effects, 𝑓𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 |𝛽𝑗 ), are usually parametric effects, with parameter vector 𝛽𝑗 . Some of
these effects may likely be later estimated as zero, i.e. 𝑓𝑗 (𝑥|𝛽𝑗 ) = 0 [72]. For many applications,
each base-learner is defined on exactly one element 𝑥𝑗 of 𝑥 and Eq. (2.32) simplifies to Eq.
(2.33).
𝑝

𝜂(𝑥) = β0 + ∑ 𝑓𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 |𝛽𝑗 )

(2.33)

𝑗=1

In order to estimate the expansion coefficients (𝛽𝑗 ) of the additive predictor, boosting algorithms
minimize the empirical risk (ℝ), or the loss summed over all the training data [14]:
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𝑛

ℝ = ∑ 𝜌 (𝑦 (𝑖) , 𝜂(𝑥 (𝑖) ))

(2.34)

𝑖=1

The loss function (𝜌) is a measurement of the agreement between true outcomes and the results
of the additive predictor. Friedman generalized this boosting algorithm to a variety of both
regression and classification loss functions including squared-error, absolute error, and Huber
loss [69-71, 73]. Each of these common loss functions is plotted in Figure 2.16, to illustrate the
different degrees to which the additive predictor errors are ‘penalized’ based upon their deviation
from the true values. It should be noted that the squared-error loss function will be swayed
heavily by presence of outlying data, while the absolute loss function takes a more uniform
approach to penalizing the prediction error.

Figure 2.16: Common regression error functions vs. margin
Nowadays there exists many types of gradient boosting algorithms, although this research will
focus primarily on the component-wise gradient boosting. In component-wise gradient boosting
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the different effects are estimated by simple and sperate base-learners (ℎ𝑗 (∙)). Typically, these
are a linear model of the form:
(2.35)

ℎ𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑗 𝑥𝑗

The ‘base-learners’ are one-by-one fit to the negative gradient of the loss function, 𝜌(𝑦, 𝜂(∙))
[14, 72]. The negative gradient vector in an iteration, 𝑚, evaluated at an estimated additive
predictor 𝜂̂ [𝑚−1] (𝑥 𝑖 ) is described as [72].
𝒖[𝑚] = (−

𝜕𝜌(𝑦, 𝜂)
𝜕𝜂

(2.36)

)

|
̂ [𝑚−1] (𝑥 𝑖 ),𝑦=𝑦 𝑖
𝜂=𝜂

𝑖=1,…,𝑛

Table 2.2 provides a summary of common loss functions as well as their respective negative
gradients taken with respect to the margin [68, 70].
Table 2.2: Common regression loss functions and negative gradients

Squared-Error
Loss:
Absolute Loss:

Huber Loss:

−𝝏𝝆 (𝒚𝒊 , 𝜼(𝒙𝒊 ))

𝝆(𝒚𝒊 , 𝜼(𝒙𝒊 )

Criterion

2
1 𝑖
[𝑦 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 )]
2

𝝏𝜼(𝒙𝒊 )

2
1 𝑖
(𝑦 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 ))
2

𝑦 𝑖 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 )

|𝑦 𝑖 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 )|

sign[𝑦 𝑖 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 )]

for |𝑦 𝑖 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 )| ≤ 𝛿

1 2 for
𝑖
𝑖
{𝛿|𝑦 − 𝜂(𝑥 )| − 2 𝛿

|𝑦 𝑖

−

𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 )|

>𝛿

𝑦 𝑖 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 )
{𝛿 (𝑦 𝑖 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 ))
|𝑦 𝑖 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 )|

for |𝑦 𝑖 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 )| ≤ 𝛿 𝑖
for |𝑦 𝑖 − 𝜂(𝑥 𝑖 )| > 𝛿 𝑖

The current additive predicter is updated with every iteration (𝑚). In each of the boosting
iterations, every one of the base learners is fit to the negative gradient vector. The index of the
best fitting base learner for a specific iteration (𝑗 ∗,[𝑚] ) is selected based on the residual sum of
squares.
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𝑛

𝑗

∗,[𝑚]

2

= argmin ∑ (𝑢𝑖,[𝑚] − ℎ̂𝑗 (𝑥 𝑖 ))
1≤𝑗≤𝑝

(2.37)

𝑖=1

The base-learner which has produced the minimum sum-of-squares error (ℎ̂𝑗 ∗ (𝑥)) will be used to
update the current iterations additive predictor (𝜂̂ [𝑚] ), in proportion with a specified learning rate
(𝛾).
𝜂̂ [𝑚] = 𝜂̂ [𝑚−1] + 𝛾 ∙ ℎ̂𝑗 ∗ (𝑥)

(2.38)

The gradient boosting machine learning technique is a componentwise procedure of
fitting the base-learners one by one to the current gradient of the loss function. This process of
componentwise fitting of base-learners is described as gradient descent in function space [14].
The function space is spanned by the base-learners, and the algorithm effectively optimizes the
loss function in a step-by-step fashion eventually converging on the minimum. Mayr et al. [14]
provided a useful summarization on the structure of statistical boosting algorithms which has
been included in Box 2.1.
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Box 2.1: The structure of statistical boosting algorithms [14]
It is important to note that the primary tuning parameters for the gradient boosting
algorithm are the number of iterations (𝑚) that are performed prior to the stopping of the
algorithm, as it has a principal role in the under/over-fitting performance of a particular model,
while the learning rate does not play as key a role in this discrepancy so long as it is sufficiently
small [72, 74].
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2.6.2 Prediction Model Assessment
When dealing with the implementation of regression-type prediction models, it is critical
to be well versed in means of addressing their effectiveness. There are a multitude of metrics
which can be used to assess the agreement between two sets of data, many of which can be
potentially misleading without proper context. Botchkarex [75] revealed in a study that the topthree metrics identified in surveys has shifted in recent years, with recent studies favoring the use
of mean absolute percentage error (𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸) and mean absolute error (𝑀𝐴𝐸) as opposed to
metrics which utilize various types of root-squared errors. This subsection is meant to provide a
brief review of the error metrics which are commonly used to assess the agreement between
testing and prediction sets from machine learning models and comment on the potentially
misleading features of each.
The most used error metric for the assessment of regression-type machine learning
models is the mean absolute percentage error (𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸). Equation (2.39) describes how the
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 between an actual set (𝐴𝑗 ) of values and a predicted set of values (𝑃𝑗 ) [75].
𝑛

|𝐴𝑗 − 𝑃𝑗 |
100
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =
∑
𝑛
|𝐴𝑗 |

(2.39)

𝑗

Another metric which has been used extensively to assess the performance of machine
learning models is the mean squared error (𝑀𝑆𝐸). This 𝑀𝑆𝐸 for a test set of 𝑛-total values is
calculated by [75],
𝑛

1
2
𝑀𝑆𝐸 = ∑(𝐴𝑗 − 𝑃𝑗 )
𝑛

(2.40)

𝑗=1

This metric, while prevalent in literature, is oftentimes considered misleading as it carries a
dimensional quantity rather than a percent. Take for example a financial prediction model of an
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individual’s salary. If 𝑀𝑆𝐸 is used to assess this quantity, the resulting error would be measured
in ‘square dollars’. This quantity is illogical, and in most cases is best avoided. In addition to the
dimensional ambiguity, 𝑀𝑆𝐸 tends to have problems with scalability. When comparing the error
for the prediction of two different numerical variables, unless the variables can be expected to
exhibit the same magnitude it is impossible to compare the 𝑀𝑆𝐸 for the two quantities as they
will be based upon different reference points. For this reason, the research performed in this
study limits its usage of error metrics to 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸.
2.6.3 Hyperparameter Optimization
The last topic which needs to be addressed in regard to machine learning fundamentals is
the process of hyperparameter optimization and the bias-variance trade-off. In a machine
learning model, there are a certain number of parameters which need to be determined before the
model can be trained to the dataset. These values are referred to as hyperparameters. In the case
of gradient boosted regression, these hyperparameters include the learning rate of the model, the
maximum tree depth, and the number of estimators in the model. It is critical to make educated
selections of these hyperparameters to yield a model which provides as accurate a prediction as
possible for the testing dataset, while simultaneously not overfitting to the training data. This
phenomenon is often referred to as the ‘bias-variance dilemma’ [77].
When a machine learning model is trained using the gradient boosting technique, it is
critical that two separate datasets are developed which must be representative of the total
population. These two datasets will be referred to from this point forward as the training dataset
and the testing dataset. While it may seem intuitive that the machine learning model would be
considered ‘optimum’ when the hyperparameters are tuned in such a way that the error metric
used to assess the training dataset is minimizes, but that would actually be an incorrect
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assumption. This is due to the tradeoff between training set bias, and prediction variance, or what
is oftentimes referred to as under- and over-fitting for the model. Figure 2.17 illustrates this
point.

Figure 2.17: Bias and variance contributing to total error [78]
When a model is less complex than is optimum, the model is failing to capitalize on
trends in the training dataset which could be leveraged to generate a more accurate prediction
model for the testing dataset. When the model is more complex than is optimum, the model is
putting ‘too much confidence’ in the trends exhibited in the training dataset, such that when the
testing dataset is implemented to the model, the prediction worsens for these new datapoints.
This is also illustrated in Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18: Demonstration of (a) under-fitting, (b) correct fit, and (c) over-fitting [79]
Thus, is should be noted that the optimum model complexity is a model which yields the
lowest error metric for the testing set of data, not the training set of data. Although, the caveat
needs to be mentioned that this will only hold true if both the testing and training datasets are
representative of the types of values which are expected to see in the implementation of the
model. This principal has been introduced for the purpose of describing the importance of
selecting both a testing and training dataset which are characteristic of the data which will be
seen by the prediction model in practice.
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Chapter 3

Finite Element Model
3.1
`

Development of Parametric Study
As was discussed in Section 1.2, one of the primary objectives of this research is to

develop a finite-element model for numerical simulation of the instrumented microindentation
procedure. This parametric study is used as a means for developing the force-displacement
relationship for any combination of input material properties; Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio,
strength coefficient, and strain-hardening index. Since the implementation of the gradient
boosting regression methodology involves the generation of large training and testing sets of
data, the ability to perform finite-element simulations in a controlled, automated fashion is
incredibly valuable. Since a high-degree of automation was desired, ABAQUS [80] was decided
upon as a FE software for the development of this parametric study. The command line interface,
ABAQUS-cli, is extremely robust for this software, and the ability to automate processes
through the Python 2.7 module AbaPy [51] developed by Charleux proved to be an enormously
beneficial asset to this research project.
3.1.1 Constitutive Material Model
The elastic-plastic constitutive model implemented into the finite element model for the
2D deformable indentation media is a multistage rheological hardening model which is based
upon the Ramberg-Osgood relation, Eq. (2.7). The Ramberg-Osgood relationship in its native
form cannot be implemented directly to the ABAQUS elastic-plastic finite-element solver, due to
the fact that the Ramberg-Osgood plasticity model does not exhibit a single distinct yielding
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point. To implement the Ramberg-Osgood power hardening material model, a piecewise nonlinear rheological model of straight-line segments is leveraged.

Figure 3.1: Multistage model for non-linear hardening [1]
The plastic stain increments are defined up to a maximum of 0.800 in increments of
0.001. For the parametric study, the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the initial elastic
region are taken from literature. The initial offset yielding increment was taken to be 0.002, and
the piecewise rheological model was fit to the Ramberg-Osgood plasticity model computed with
values of strength coefficient (𝐻) and strain hardening index (𝑛) taken from published research.
3.1.2 Finite Element Modeling
Much of the general form of the finite element model used in this parametric study is
determined through the previously discussed literature review. The finite element model for this
study consists of two separate bodies: (1) a rigid conical indenter of interior half-angle equaling
70.3°, and (2) a 2D axisymmetric deformable region representing the material being indented by
the rigid tip. Frictionless contact between the indenter tip and the deformable solid is assumed.
The 2D-deformable body contains fixed boundary conditions along the bottom surface, and is
constrained to vertical movement along the left edge of the specimen, as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Parametric study mesh and boundary conditions: left - constrained to vertical
movement, bottom - fixed
The overall size of the 2D deformable material is selected to be 100-times greater than
the indentation depth. Because of the differences in scale between the size of the indented
material and the indentation depth, the physical specimen essentially serves as an infinite
medium. It is necessary to create a 2D deformable material model which is large enough to
negate the effects of the boundary condition on the development of the elastic-plastic
deformation regime around the indenter tip, while simultaneously being computationally
efficient. It was determined that the finite-element simulations would be run in a depthcontrolled manner with a maximum indentation depth of 2.5 μm, thus the overall dimensions of
the 2D-deformable solid were selected to be 250 x 250 μm. It was also noted that in order to
avoid the creation of numerical errors from fictious stiffening of elements, a structured mesh
region should be created around the indenter tip as to completely encompass the plastic
deformation zone of the material [47]. This structured mesh region is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Plastic zone at maximum indentation depth shown in comparison to 20 μm structure
mesh region (red dashed line)
For a conical indenter of 70.3° and for a maximum penetration depth of 2.5 μm, a
structured mesh region of 20 μm would be suffice. The entire 2D-deformable mesh was modeled
using CAX4 elements, which are fully integrated linear 4-noded quadrilaterals. The conical
indenter is modeled using RAX2, discrete rigid wire, elements. Since the conical indenter is a
rigid body, no mesh refinement is required, and 102 nodes were selected for the tip. The next
section contains more detail about the mesh refinement process involved in the determination of
structured element side lengths for the region around the indenter tip.
3.1.3 Mesh Convergence Study
To complete the finite element model for parametric study, a mesh sensitivity analysis is
needed to determine the maximum allowable size of the CAX4 elements which come into
contact with the indenter tip. The mesh sensitivity analysis will determine the size of each of the
elements contained within the structured mesh region of Figure 3.3. Literature has indicated that
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if the mesh is not refined to a suitably small degree around the indenter tip, than instability in the
maximum indentation load will occur due to fictious stiffening of the deformable solid. In order
to determine which element size is sufficiently small for the elimination of this fictious stiffening
effect, without incurring non-essential computational cost, meshes are created in ABAQUS
containing elements with size ranging from 100.0 to 450.0 𝑛𝑚. Each of these meshes are
simulated using the same material properties. In order to assess the proper element side length to
be used for the parametric study mesh, the maximum load for each simulated case is assessed.
Figure 3.4 depicts the results with a ±0.25 mN settling bounds plotted around the maximum
penetration load corresponding to the 100 nm structured element side length mesh, and the
values from the plot have been tabulated into Table 3.1. ±0.25 is decided to be an acceptable
convergence level because of the scale of errors which would be anticipated form a physical
experimental setup.
Table 3.1: Tabulated mesh sensitivity analysis values
Total Number
of CAX4
Elements
57205
46298
38460
28064
23360
17721
14943
12538
10350
8749
7998
7691
6871
6442
6048

Simulation
Processing Time
(min)
128.62
78.20
62.18
39.84
23.58
18.34
14.49
10.20
7.84
6.44
5.71
4.43
4.67
4.05
3.78

Element Size
(nm)
100.0
112.5
125.0
150.0
168.8
200.0
225.0
253.1
290.0
325.0
350.0
379.7
400.0
425.0
450.0
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Maximum
Indentation
Load (mN)
235.15
235.08
235.08
235.25
235.12
234.28
234.67
235.97
235.08
235.73
235.44
233.14
232.67
233.87
234.32

Figure 3.4: Parametric study mesh sensitivity analysis

From the mesh sensitivity analysis, it was decided that the 290 𝑛𝑚 element size in the
parametric study mesh for this research. Thus, the 2D deformable solid is composed of 10,350
CAX4-type elements, and a simulation produces a converged load-displacement output in
approximately 8 minutes per combination of input parameters (on available hardware).
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Chapter 4

Gradient Boosting Method
4.1

Implementation of Gradient Boosting Methodology
As was discussed in Section 1.2, amongst the primary objectives of this thesis research is

to assess the validity of leveraging gradient boosting regression tree (GBRT) algorithms for the
prediction of full-range stress-strain curves from the output of an instrumented indentation
procedure. In Section 2.3.2, an established methodology for the evaluation of the elastic modulus
from the load-displacement output of instrumented indentation was outlined, and Section 2.4
subsequently noted that a precise inverse algorithm for the determination of strain hardening
parameters from the same load-displacement plot has yet to be established. In order to determine
the effectiveness of leveraging gradient boosted regression for the determination of strain
hardening parameters, the machine learning algorithm will be implemented for three different
‘virtual materials’. For each of these three materials, analysis will be performed in order to
determine the a combination of input hyperparameters for minimization of 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 across the
testing dataset. Additionally, the effect of training set density will be explored.
It is the principal interest of this study to determine the effectiveness of using gradient
boosting algorithms for the prediction of bulk strain-hardening properties: strength coefficient,
𝐻, and strain hardening exponent, 𝑛, through the use of numerical experimentation. In order to
ensure that the results determined from this study were not only valid for a single material, three
materials which are commonly analyzed using Ramberg-Osgood model have been selected to be
studied in this research: 7075-T6 aluminum, 2024-T4 aluminum, and 1020 SAE (hot-rolled)
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steel. For each of these materials, the documented material properties [1, 20] from literature are
tabulated into Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Elastic-plastic material properties for materials studied using GBRT algorithm

Elastic Modulus, 𝐸
Poisson’s Ratio, 𝜈
Strength Coefficient, 𝐻
Strain Hardening Index, 𝑛

7075- T6
Aluminum
70.3 GPa
0.345
825 MPa
0.113

2024-T4
Aluminum
73.0 GPa
0.345
800 MPa
0.200

SAE 1020
(hot-rolled)
206.0 GPa
0.293
750 MPa
0.190

Due to the nature of the GBRT methodology, the algorithm only yields accurate predictions for
which the output variable, 𝑦, is interpolated from a learning space for which the true response
variable is a part of (i.e. known solutions from the learning set must have response variables
which are both greater and less than the true value of the predicted variable). This is the case
since the additive predictor model used many parameters and variables to compose an accurate
model, leading to a model which performs accurately in interpolation and poorly in
extrapolation.
The GBRT model is tested using a grid of known solutions, and a normal distribution of
test points, distributed randomly throughout the known solution domain. Since the general
interest of future works involves extending this methodology to experimental data for which the
known values of strain-hardening properties are not known, the training grid is created by using a
multiplier ±40% around the known documented values of strength coefficient and strain
hardening index for each of the materials. Figure 4.1 documents the extents of the training grid
for the 7075-T6 aluminum.
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Figure 4.1: 7075-T6 aluminum, training domain boundary
applying the same methodology to each of the other two materials in question, the training
domain thresholds are determined to be as documented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Training set domain limits for materials analyzed with GBRT method

Strength Coefficient
Maximum, 1.4 ∙ 𝐻𝑖
Strength Coefficient
Minimum, 0.6 ∙ 𝐻𝑖
Strain Hardening Index
Maximum, 1.4 ∙ 𝑛𝑖
Strain Hardening Index
Minimum, 0.6 ∙ 𝑛𝑖

7075- T6
Aluminum

2024-T4
Aluminum

SAE 1020
(hot-rolled)

500 MPa

480 MPa

450 MPa

1150 MPa

1120 MPa

1050 MPa

0.068

0.120

0.115

0.158

0.280

0.265

The ±40% multiplier will be kept identical for each training set. In order to test how the
performance of predicter model depends on training set density, the training set domains are
subdivided into uniform grids of 4x4, 7x7, 13x13, and 25x25. Thus, training sets are developed
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numerically for each of the three materials with 16, 49, 169, and 625 total observed values each.
These grids serve as the training set of values for the gradient boosted regression tree method.
Figure 4.2 depicts the 4x4 and 25x25 grids for the 7075-T6 aluminum. A full record of every
training grid for the three materials can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 4.2: Sample training set distribution for 7075-T6 study; (a) n=16 training set, (b) n=625
training set
Since it is assumed that in physical testing applications, this grid is created as a domain
around a ‘assumed solution’, or ‘best-guess’, it has been decided to create a test set of data which
is normally distributed throughout the prediction domain. This is done in an effort to mimic
reality. In the vast majority of applications, engineers will have an approximate knowledge of
tensile strain-hardening properties for a material being tested, but it is expected that true values
of the strain-hardening properties to deviate from the anticipated values in either direction. Using
the center of the training domain boundary as the mean of a Gaussian distribution test dataset,
and the range of the training domain as a six standard deviation interval, randomly distributed
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test points are generated throughout the prediction domain such that 𝐻𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ~ 𝒩(𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 ) and
𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ~ 𝒩(𝜇𝑗 , 𝜎𝑗2 ). Equation (4.1) is the formula used to determine the variance for each
distribution:
0.4 ∙ 𝜇 2
)
𝜎 =(
𝑍
2

(4.1)

where 𝑍 is equal to 3, to represent a three-standard deviation normal distribution within the
training domain, and 𝜇 is the tabulated mechanical properties from Table 4.2 for their respective
distribution. The values used to define the normal distributions of the testing sets are tabulated in
Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Normal distribution parameters
Mean, 𝝁

Variance, 𝝈𝟐

7075-T6 Aluminum
𝐻𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ~ 𝒩(𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 )

825 𝑀𝑃𝑎

108.33 𝑀𝑃𝑎

𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ~ 𝒩(𝜇𝑗 , 𝜎𝑗2 )

0.113

0.015

2024-T4 Aluminum
𝐻𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ~ 𝒩(𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 )

800 𝑀𝑃𝑎

106.67 𝑀𝑃𝑎

𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ~ 𝒩(𝜇𝑗 , 𝜎𝑗2 )

0.200

0.027

1020 SAE (hot-rolled)
𝐻𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ~ 𝒩(𝜇𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖2 )

750 𝑀𝑃𝑎

100.0 𝑀𝑃𝑎

𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ~ 𝒩(𝜇𝑗 , 𝜎𝑗2 )

0.190

0.025

It is decided, for sake of computational time, that a test distribution of 75 sample points are
sufficient. The approximate normal distributions for strength coefficient and strain hardening
index were generated for each of the three materials were developed using the
numpy.random.normal() function

available in Python 2.7. Figure 4.3 illustrates the approximate

normal distributions of strength coefficients and strain hardening indices which are implemented
into the test distributions.
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Figure 4.3: Approximate normal distributions of strain-hardening parameters for materials tested
with GBRT methodology: (a, b, c) strength coefficient (d, e, f) strain hardening index [(a, d)
7075-T6 Al, (b, e) 2024-T4 Al, (c, f) 1020 SAE]
To inspect the distributional spread of these 75 pairs of ‘virtual materials’ over the 25x25
training domain, see Appendix C.
In order to develop the desired feature matrices, each unique pair of strain
hardening properties (𝐻, 𝑛) from both the training and testing sets are to be simulated using the
parametric finite-element mesh designed in chapter 3 to generate the associated loaddisplacement plot for a displacement-controlled instrumented indentation procedure with
maximum indentation depth of 2.5 μm. The input mechanical properties for each parametric
study case are calculated using a Ramberg-Osgood power-hardening model.
The feature matrices used for both the training and testing of the gradient boosted
regression model, are composed of notable values which are direct measurements from the
output load vs. displacement plots of each case. Since the gradient boosting algorithm automates
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the process of feature selection, there is no need to perform feature analysis to determine which
parameters need to be included in the in the learning set, 𝐷.
For the prediction of the strength coefficient, the learning set is composed of 11 input
features, and a singular response variable. The learning set for the strength coefficient is of the
form:
𝐷𝐻,𝑛 = {(𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐶

ℎ𝑓,10%

ℎ𝑓,20% ℎ𝑓,30% ℎ𝑓,40% ℎ𝑓,50% ℎ𝑓,60% ℎ𝑓,70% ℎ𝑓,80% ℎ𝑓,90% ) | 𝐻𝑖 } (4.2)

Where 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the peak indentation load, 𝐶 is the coefficient of a Kick’s law parabola fit to the
loading curve, Eq. (2.28), and ℎ𝑓,10% through ℎ𝑓,90% are discrete measurement taken directly
from the unloading curve measured at 10% to 90% of the peak indentation load.
For the prediction of the strain hardening index, it is revealed that the prediction can
achieve a higher degree of accuracy if the training set of data is inclusive of the predicted value
of strength coefficient, thus the learning set is composed of 12 input features, and a singular
response variable. The learning set for the strain hardening index will be of the form:
𝐷𝑛,𝑛 = {(𝐻𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝐶

ℎ𝑓,10%

ℎ𝑓,20% ℎ𝑓,30% ℎ𝑓,40% ℎ𝑓,50% ℎ𝑓,60% ℎ𝑓,70% ℎ𝑓,80% ℎ𝑓,90% ) | 𝑛𝑖 }
(4.3)

Using the defined learning sets, 𝐷, two GBRT models are trained for prediction of each
plasticity parameter independently, with the GBRT model for the strain hardening index being
trained using the output prediction for strength coefficient of the prior model. Thus, the two
models are used to predict expected values of strength coefficient and strain hardening index
using two independent additive predictors:
𝔼(𝐻|𝒙) = 𝑔−1 (𝜂1 (𝒙𝑯 ))

(4.4)

𝔼(𝑛|𝒙) = 𝑔−1 (𝜂2 (𝒙𝒏 ))

(4.5)
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Each of the two models will require individual tuning of their hyper-parameters: maximum
depth, number of estimators (m), and learning-rate (γ). In order to determine which combination
of hyper-parameters yields the best overall model, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
metric, Eq. (2.39), between the predicted values and the expected values is used as the selection
criterion.
The hyperparameters used to train the models are optimized. Prediction models are
trained for all possible combinations of maximum prediction tree depths ranging from 1 to 11,
learning rates of 0.01 to 0.25, and numbers of estimators in the range of 0 to 401. Three loss
functions (see Table 2.2) are evaluated: squared-error loss, absolute loss, and Huber loss, as to
determine which of the three loss functions minimizes the squared error among the prediction
set. In addition, three functions used to measure the quality of the decision tree split are assessed:
mean-squared error, Friedman mean squared error, and mean absolute error.
The execution of parametric study cases are run using a script developed in Python 2.7.
The Sklearn-library [81] has been leveraged extensively for the development and training of
GBRT algorithms. A detailed look at the code for this research can be found in Appendix A.
As a result of this study, it should be determined if the GBRT methodology is a valid
methodology through which the bulk isotropic strain hardening properties can be determined
from the result of an microindentation procedure, and the optimum hyperparameters can be
determined.
4.2

Results
The results generated throughout the process of this numerical study uncovered several

promising findings involving the leverage of gradient boosted regression tree analysis for the
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determination of post-yielding stress-strain parameters from the load-displacement relation
generated from the instrumented microindentation procedure.

Figure 4.4: Effect of training set size on prediction model MAPE for strength coefficient and
strain hardening index
In Figure 4.4, the minimum MAPE for both the model trained to predict strength
coefficient and strain hardening index are plotted against the number of observations in the
training set. As is anticipated, as the training set increases in size the accuracy of the prediction
tends to increase. For the strength coefficient model, the minimum attainable MAPE is
approximately 1.6% for the model containing 625 observations. For the strain hardening index,
the minimum MAPE slightly less optimal at 8.5%. However, the strain hardening index does not
show improvements in prediction accuracy as the training set increased in size beyond the 169observation set (13x13 grid). An expanded tabulation of the combination of hyperparameters
which yielded these responses has been included as Appendix D.
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These same results are visualized in Figure 4.5, although represented on the isotropic
stress-strain curve calculated using the Ramberg-Osgood power-hardening form, Eq. (2.7). This
plot displays how as the training set increases in size, the margin of error for the predicted stress
strain curve decreases.

Figure 4.5: Effect of increased training set size on the ability to accurately predict monotonic
behavior
The next set of observations deals with the optimization of hyperparameters in order to
minimize the MAPE of the trained prediction models for each of the two response variables,
strength coefficient and strain hardening exponent. Figure 4.6 exhibits how as the MAPE
changes in response to fluctuations in both the number of estimators and the
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Figure 4.6: Contour plot of minimum MAPE for prediction models of strength coefficient (a, c,
e), and strain hardening index (b, d, f) for three materials [(a-b) 7075-T6 Al, (c-d) 2024-T4 Al,
(e-f) 1020 SAE]
maximum prediction tree depth for the GBRT model. This plot shows that the prediction models
for the strength coefficient tend to yield optimal performance for more complex models that
depend a high number of estimators and input variables (deeper trees, and more estimators),
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while the prediction models for the strain hardening exponent tend to yield better predictions
when the GBRT model is train with a simpler model (shallower trees, less estimators).
One observation which can be assessed from the plots in Figure 4.6 is that across all of
the materials studied in this research, the three contour plots displayed for the strength
coefficient prediction models each show a common 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 distribution; as do the prediction
models for the strain hardening index. This observation means that a set of ‘optimal
hyperparameters’ can be determined from the study, such that for future applications of these
methods, the process of hyperparameter optimization does not have to be performed repeatedly.
Figure 4.7 depicts

,

,

Figure 4.7: Overall optimum set of hyperparameters for prediction of strength coefficient (left)
and strain hardening index (right)
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the average of the 3 plots for the prediction models for each of the two parameters discussed. The
overall argument minimum has been located and the combination of hyperparameters are
tabulated in the figure.
Using the optimum set of hyperparameters determined from the findings in Figure 4.8,
the Ramberg-Osgood model has been calculated and plotted for each of the three materials
subjected to this analysis. This plot suggests that through leverage of the optimum
hyperparameter combinations described in the previous figures, the post-yielding behavior for
each of the three materials studied in this research can be estimated within a reasonable degree
through utilizing the gradient boosting technique described in this manuscript, and feature
matrices composed of direct measurements from the load-displacement plot of the instrumented
indentation procedure.
RO-Model Error for Predicted Isotropic Material Properties

Figure 4.8: Ramberg-Osgood plasticity model for three materials calculated using optimum
universal hyperparameters
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
Many engineered structures, including surface engineered components, additively
manufactured components, and load-bearing welded joints have been lacking a means for the
assessment of their mechanical properties through the means of nondestructive testing. Much
research has proposed that instrumented indentation may be the key for the assessment of these
mechanical properties, although an inverse algorithm for the full-range stress strain curve have
been lacking. This research has proposed that an effective methodology for the determination of
full-range stress-strain curves from the result of an instrumented indentation procedure can be
through the leverage of instrumented the gradient boosted regression machine learning
algorithm.
A methodology has been proposed to investigate this approach using numerical
simulation and parametric study. Through the creation of a training grid which encompasses the
anticipated training grid for a particular material, and the training of two separate GBRT models
for the prediction of strength coefficient and strain hardening index, the isotropic stress strain
curves have been able to be predicted within a reasonable small degrees of error.
This research has revealed that the Ramberg-Osgood coefficients which define the full
isotropic stress-strain relationship for a metallic component can be accurately determined using
finite-element simulation and machine learning application. This research holds a great deal of
promise towards establishing a standardized method for the assessment of the full-range stressstrain relationship of strain-hardening metallic materials through nondestructive means of
physical testing.
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Appendix A: Python 2.7 coded works
The Python 2.7 coding language was leveraged extensively in the development of this
research. The originally coded work has been included here for reference. In addition to
inclusion in this appendix, the original Python 2.7 codes have been uploaded to Github for ease
of access via the link: https://github.com/DPromer/GBRT_Prediction_algorithm_for_ITT
The first file, df_creation.py, is the executable program for the creation and analysis of
the training and testing distribution. To leverage, the script must be supplemented with values of:
material_string : a string to be used as the name of the material
color : preferred color for plotting exercises
H_ss : a numpy array containing unique values of strength coefficient in training grid
n_ss : a numpy array containing unique values of strain hardening index in training grid
basefile : raw string of file path containing ABAQUS .inp file
OTP_dir : raw string containing desired directory to store simulation results
master_code_dir : raw string containing file path containing python code files for study
E :
integer formatted Young’s modulus [units : MPa ]
nu :
float formatted Poisson’s ratio
training_gaussian_pairings : numpy array containing training set distribution. First column to
contain strength coefficient, second column to contain strain hardening index, and third
column to contain string to be used as ABAQUS .inp file name

df_creation.py

"""
df_creation.py
Python 2.7 code
CASE:
Training Size:
Testing Size:
Author:
"""

darren.r.promer

## ---------------------------------------------------------------------## BASIC PROGRAM FUNCTIONS/SETTINGS:
## ---------------------------------------------------------------------# Python Modules to Import:
import numpy as np
import matplotlib
import pandas as pd
import os
from matplotlib.offsetbox import AnchoredText
import string
import os.path
from colorama import init
from termcolor import colored
from grid_plotting_functions import grid_study_plotting
init()
## ---------------------------------------------------------------------## INPUT VARIABLES:
## ----------------------------------------------------------------------
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# EXECUTION Options:
"""
plotting_on: string {'T', 'F'}
Do you desire to create .png images of the input data sets
analysis_call: list {

'MULTIMODEL_ANALYSIS', 'ONEGAMMA_ANALYSIS',
'HN_INCLUSION_ANALYSIS', 'PREDICTION_BOOSTING',
'XGBOOST', 'FEATURE_RECUTION', '3MATERIAL_RESULTS'}
What portions of the machine-learning analysis should be completed?

"""
# Function Name:
funct_name = r'df_creation'
material_string = ''
color = ''

# Array defining training grid (Typically generated using np.linspace()):
H_ss = np.array([])
n_ss = np.array([])
problem_iterations = []
# A few important files:
basefile = r''
OTP_dir = r''
master_code_dir = r''
"""
KNOWN MECHANICAL properites. These are the properties used in
the Ramberg-Osgood model to calculate the elastic-plastic behavior
for <<ALL>> iterations.
Format/units:
E
: youngs_modulus : integer [units : MPa
]
nu : poissons_ratio : float
[units : Dimensionless ]
"""
E = 70300
nu = 0.345
# TRAINING PAIRINGS (Generated using np.random.normal(mu, sigma, n))
training_gaussian_pairings = np.array([])
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------# Study Execution
# ---------------------------------------------------------------------plotting_on = 'F'
analysis_call = ['3MATERIAL_RESULTS']
sensitivity_study = np.zeros(((len(H_ss)*len(n_ss)), 2))
ii = 0
jj = 0
kk = 0
while ii < len(H_ss):
while jj < len(n_ss):
sensitivity_study[kk, 0] = H_ss[ii]
sensitivity_study[kk, 1] = n_ss[jj]
jj += 1
kk += 1
jj = 0
ii+=1
# Plotting Call
os.chdir(master_code_dir)
if plotting_on == 'T':
grid_study_plotting(

sensitivity_study,
training_gaussian_pairings,
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E, nu, material_string,
funct_name, color, len(H_ss))
Hmax_ss
Hmin_ss
nmax_ss
nmin_ss

=
=
=
=

H_ss.max()
H_ss.min()
n_ss.max()
n_ss.min()

"""
THEORY:
H_mu = mean of the standard distribution of H values
n_mu = mean of the standard distribution of n values
H_sd = standard deviation of H distribution
n_sd = standard deviation of n distribution

"""

standard deviation calculated from z-score of 3...
z = (x-mu)/sigma
sigma = (x-mu)/3

H_mu = (Hmax_ss+Hmin_ss)/2
H_sigma = (Hmax_ss-H_mu)/3
n_mu = (nmax_ss+nmin_ss)/2
n_sigma = (nmax_ss-n_mu)/3
H_dist = training_gaussian_pairings[:,0]
n_dist = training_gaussian_pairings[:,1]
inp_names =training_gaussian_pairings[:,2]
i_vect = np.linspace(0,(len(inp_names)-1),len(inp_names))
# Define array containing data
data = np.column_stack((i_vect, H_dist, n_dist, inp_names))
# Convert the array into DataFrame
df = pd.DataFrame(data, columns=['i', 'H_gauss', 'n_gauss', 'inp_names'])
# Write dataframe to .csv
path = '/'+funct_name
if not os.path.exists(path):
os.makedirs(path)
df.to_csv(path+'/training_gaussian_pairings.csv')
def reindent(s, numSpaces):
s = string.split(s, '\n')
s = [(numSpaces * ' ') + line for line in s]
s = string.join(s, '\n')
return s
def p_calc(H,n,E,nu):
"""
Purpose:\n
Calculates Ramberg-Osgood elasto-plastic material model [Yield Stress,
Plastic Stress & Strain Arrays (up to 0.8 strain)] based on input
material coefficients.\n
Inputs:\n
H: Strength Coefficient (MPa)\n
n: Strain Hardening Coefficient\n
E: Young's Modulus (MPa)\n
nu: Poisson's Ratio\n
Outputs:\n
Output[0]: Yield Stress (MPa)\n
Output[1]: Plastic Strain (ranges from 0-0.8)\n
Output[2]: Plastic Stress (MPa)\n
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Output[3]: Doublet cotaining [E (MPa), nu]\n
"""
Yield_Stress_002 = H*np.power(0.002, n)
Plastic_Strain = np.arange(0, 0.801, 0.001)
Plastic_Stress = H*np.power((Plastic_Strain+0.002), n)
Elastic = [E, nu]
return Yield_Stress_002, Plastic_Strain, Plastic_Stress, Elastic
def p_inp(H, n, E, nu, PStrain, PStress, basefile, OTP_dir, iteration_count, inp_name):
"""
Purpose:
Generates an ABAQUS .inp file from a given base .inp file.
The 'base' file must be complete except for the inputted
material properties which must be presented in the form of:\n
*Material, name=AISI_1020
*Elastic
*Plastic
**
Inputs:
H:
n:
elasticstring:
plasticstring:
basefile:
OTP_dir:

Strength Coefficient (MPa)
Strain Hardening Coefficient
presented as: E,nu\n
presented as: PStress,PStrain\n
base .inp file without material properties\n
directory for generated input file to be saved within

Outputs:
.inp saved to file with material properties corresponding to
given input properties (HXXXNXXX.inp)
"""
newfile
filename_notype

= inp_name+".inp"
= inp_name

print
print("H = "+str(H)+' [MPa]')
print("n = "+str(n))
print("Generating "+iteration_count+" input file from the above properties:")
print
print('From the following basefile:')
print(basefile)
print
print('Saved in the following output directory:')
print(OTP_dir)
print
print('With the following file name:')
print(newfile)
# Generating the elastic & plastic strings to be printed to the output from the
# p_calc module
np.set_printoptions(threshold=np.inf, precision = 1)
commalist = [',']*801
plasticstring = str(np.column_stack((PStress, commalist, PStrain))).replace(
"[", "").replace("]","").replace("'","").replace(" ","")
elasticstring = str([E, nu]).replace("[", "").replace("]","").replace(
"'","").replace(" ","")
# Actual generation of the .inp file (bookeeping)
import os
os.chdir(OTP_dir)
print("Mirror of text being inserted into to base input file:")
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with open(basefile, "r") as base, open(newfile, "w") as output:
for line in base:
l = line.strip()
if l.endswith("*Elastic"):
output.write('*Elastic'+'\n'+elasticstring)
#print(reindent(('*Elastic'+'\n'+elasticstring), 12))
if l.endswith("*Plastic"):
output.write('*Plastic'+'\n'+plasticstring+'\n')
#print(reindent(('*Plastic'+'\n'+plasticstring+'\n'), 12))
else:
output.write(l.replace('*Elastic',"")+'\n')
print("Input file generation completed for : "+iteration_count)
inp_path = OTP_dir + '\\' + newfile
print inp_path
return filename_notype
def odb_postproc(workdir, name, iteration_count,
H, n, E, nu, iteration_number, P10_test):
import os
from abapy.misc import load
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
from prettytable import PrettyTable
strain_hardening_exponent = n
# Extracting the raw data from the .pck1 file
os.chdir(workdir)
data = load(name + '.pckl')
ref_node_label = data['ref_node_label']
force_hist = -data['RF2']['Node I_INDENTER.{0}'.format(ref_node_label)]
disp_hist = -data['U2']['Node I_INDENTER.{0}'.format(ref_node_label)]
# Getting back force & displacemt during loading and scaling units:
displacement_loading = [1000*x for x in (disp_hist[0,0.5].toArray()[1])]
force_loading = [1000*x for x in (force_hist[0,0.5].toArray()[1])]
# Getting back force & displacemt during unloading and scaling units:
disp_long = [1000*x for x in (disp_hist[1].toArray()[1])]
force_long = [1000*x for x in (force_hist[1].toArray()[1])]
# Trimming the trailing zeroes from the unloading dataset
force_unloading =
[i for n, i in enumerate(force_long) if i not in force_long[:n]]
displacement_unloading = disp_long[:len(force_unloading)]
# Parabolic Curve fit (E. Buckingham. Physical review, 4, 1914.)
# shows that the loading curve must be parabolic of the form P=C*h^2
Parray = force_loading
h = displacement_loading
hsquared = [x**2 for x in h]
C_factor_array = np.divide(Parray[100:], hsquared[100:])
C_factor = np.mean(C_factor_array)
disaplacement_loading_fit = displacement_loading
force_loading_fit = C_factor*np.power(h,2)
# Modify the loading curve to start at the same point at the curve fit:
unload_dispstart = disaplacement_loading_fit[-1]
Pmax = force_loading_fit[-1]
if Pmax >= force_unloading[0]:
force_unloading_mod = [Pmax]+force_unloading
displacement_unloading_mod = [unload_dispstart]+displacement_unloading
else:
force_unloading_mod = np.minimum(force_unloading, Pmax)
displacement_unloading_mod = displacement_unloading
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# Extracting all properties of interest for table
ITERATION_Pmax = np.amax(force_loading)
z = -0.001*np.concatenate([force_loading, force_unloading])
z = z[::-1]
z = z.astype(np.float)
z = -1000*z
mZ = np.amax(z)
mZ_index = np.where(z == mZ)
iteration_force_unloading = z[:mZ_index[0][0]]
w = -0.001*np.concatenate([displacement_loading, displacement_unloading])
w = w[::-1]
w = w.astype(np.float)
w = -1000*w
iteration_displacment_unloading = w[:mZ_index[0][0]]
if P10_test == 0:
P10 = 0.1*ITERATION_Pmax
point_type = "test"
elif P10_test == 1:
P10 = 0.1*ITERATION_Pmax
#P10 = P10_test
point_type = "train"
else:
print("ERROR in calculation of P10 location")
hf1
hf2
hf3
hf4
hf5
hf6
hf7
hf8
hf9

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

np.interp(1*P10,
np.interp(2*P10,
np.interp(3*P10,
np.interp(4*P10,
np.interp(5*P10,
np.interp(6*P10,
np.interp(7*P10,
np.interp(8*P10,
np.interp(9*P10,

iteration_force_unloading,
iteration_force_unloading,
iteration_force_unloading,
iteration_force_unloading,
iteration_force_unloading,
iteration_force_unloading,
iteration_force_unloading,
iteration_force_unloading,
iteration_force_unloading,

# Creation of dataframe row:
df = pd.DataFrame([[
point_type,
iteration_number,
round(float(H), 10),
round(float(strain_hardening_exponent), 10),
E,
nu,
round(ITERATION_Pmax, 10),
round(hf1, 10),
round(hf2, 10),
round(hf3, 10),
round(hf4, 10),
round(hf5, 10),
round(hf6, 10),
round(hf7, 10),
round(hf8, 10),
round(hf9, 10),
round(P10, 10),
round(C_factor, 10)]],
columns = [
'point_type',
'i',
'H',
'n',
'E',
'nu',
'Pmax',
'hf1',
'hf2',
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iteration_displacment_unloading)
iteration_displacment_unloading)
iteration_displacment_unloading)
iteration_displacment_unloading)
iteration_displacment_unloading)
iteration_displacment_unloading)
iteration_displacment_unloading)
iteration_displacment_unloading)
iteration_displacment_unloading)

'hf3',
'hf4',
'hf5',
'hf6',
'hf7',
'hf8',
'hf9',
'P10',
'C'])
return df
def abq_pckl_execution(master_code_dir, OTP_dir, filename_notype):
"""
Purpose:
Executes the abaqus python abaqus_nanoindentation.pcklcreate(workdir, name)
command from the windows command prompt.
Inputs:
master_code_dir : The location of the MASTER_CODE directory
filename_notype : The name of the .inp file without .inp extension
OTP_dir
: The directory where the .inp file is stored
"""
import os
from colorama import init
from termcolor import colored
init()
os.chdir(master_code_dir)
cmd = "abaqus python -c \"import abaqus_nanoindentation;
print abaqus_nanoindentation.pcklcreate(
'"+OTP_dir+"', '"+filename_notype+"')\""
print
print("Accessing ABAQUS .odb file. Contents dumped to "+filename_notype+".pckl")
print
print("Sending to command line:")
print(cmd)
print("Executing .pckl creation code:")
os.system(cmd)
print
print("decryption of "+filename_notype+".inp is COMPLETED")
# Defining a few vectors for easy reference...
inp_names = df[['inp_names']].values
H_val = df[['H_gauss']].values
n_val = df[['n_gauss']].values
results_df = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['i', 'H_test', 'H_pred', 'n_test', 'n_pred'])
# CREATION OF TESTING DATASET [GAUSSIAN]
test_df = pd.DataFrame(columns = [
'point_type', 'i', 'H', 'n',
'E', 'nu', 'Pmax', 'hf1',
'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9',
'P10', 'C'])
i = 0
while i < len(inp_names):
# From the input variables, contruct the name of the input file:
filename_notype = str(inp_names[i]).lstrip("['").rstrip(".inp']")
# Checking the status of the current iteration
# (i.e.: Does this simulation need to be run? or can results be accesses)
os.chdir(OTP_dir)
print
#print(colored("TEST Set Simulation :: Iteration "+str(i), 'blue'))
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if os.path.isfile(filename_notype+'.pckl'):
print(colored(filename_notype+":
Simulation already exists. Results Processed", 'green'))
else:
print(colored(filename_notype+":
Simulation does not exist. Results Being Generated", 'red'))
# Calculation of the elastic-plastic model for the training point
print("Creation of .inp file: " + str(i))
ROmod = p_calc(H_dist[i].astype(float), n_dist[i].astype(float), E, nu)
# Creation of the .inp file for the training point
if os.path.isfile(filename_notype+'.inp'):
print("ABAQUS .inp file already exists. No .inp created,
but proceeding to cmd execution...")
else:
p_inp( H_dist[i].astype(float), n_dist[i].astype(float),
E, nu, ROmod[1], ROmod[2], basefile, OTP_dir,
str(i_vect[i]), filename_notype)
# Execution of the .inp within the ABAQUS-cli using os command
cmd = 'abaqus j='+filename_notype+' interactive\n'
print
print("Sending to command line: >>>"+cmd)
os.system(cmd)
print
# Decryption of the .odb file to be read in ABAPY
import os
print
print("## Executing decryption of .odb to .pckl... ")
abq_pckl_execution(master_code_dir, OTP_dir, filename_notype)
# using ABAPY to extract both train and test df
"""
Exporting to a dataframe:
train_df = [
columns =
'Point Type' (train or test)
'H'
: Strength coefficient
'n'
: Strain hardening exponent
'E'
: Elastic Modulus
'nu'
: Poisson's Ratio
'Pmax' : Maximum Load
'hf'
: Residual Displacement (recorded at P10)
'P10' : 0.1*P10 from test point
'C'
: Kick's Coefficient for Fitting
]
"""
# testing dataframe
test_df_temp = odb_postproc(
OTP_dir, filename_notype,
str(i), H_val[i], n_val[i],
E, nu, i,
0)
test_df.loc[i, 'point_type'] = test_df_temp.iloc[0]['point_type']
test_df.loc[i, 'i']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['i']
test_df.loc[i, 'H']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['H']
test_df.loc[i, 'n']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['n']
test_df.loc[i, 'E']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['E']
test_df.loc[i, 'nu']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['nu']
test_df.loc[i, 'Pmax']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['Pmax']
test_df.loc[i, 'hf1']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf1']
test_df.loc[i, 'hf2']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf2']
test_df.loc[i, 'hf3']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf3']
test_df.loc[i, 'hf4']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf4']
test_df.loc[i, 'hf5']
= test_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf5']
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test_df.loc[i,
test_df.loc[i,
test_df.loc[i,
test_df.loc[i,
test_df.loc[i,
test_df.loc[i,

'hf6']
'hf7']
'hf8']
'hf9']
'P10']
'C']

=
=
=
=
=
=

test_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf6']
test_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf7']
test_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf8']
test_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf9']
test_df_temp.iloc[0]['P10']
test_df_temp.iloc[0]['C']

i += 1
# CREATION OF TRAINING DATASET [GRID]
train_df = pd.DataFrame(columns = [
'point_type', 'i', 'H', 'n',
'E', 'nu', 'Pmax', 'hf1',
'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9',
'P10', 'C'])
ii = 0
i_vect2 = np.linspace(0,(len(sensitivity_study[:,0])-1),len(sensitivity_study[:,0]))
while ii < len(sensitivity_study[:,0]):
# From the input variables, contruct the name of the input file:
filename_notype = "H"+str(int(sensitivity_study[ii,0])).replace(".","_")+
"N"+str(sensitivity_study[ii,1]).replace(".","_")
# Checking the status of the current iteration
# (i.e.: Does this simulation need to be run? or can results be accesses)
os.chdir(OTP_dir)
print
#print(colored("TRAIN Set Simulation :: Iteration "+str(ii), 'cyan'))
if ii in problem_iterations:
print filename_notype+": PROBLEM ITERATION, SKIPPING FOR NOW"
else:
if os.path.isfile(filename_notype+'.pckl'):
print(colored(filename_notype+": Simulation already exists.
Results Processed", 'green'))
else:
print(colored(filename_notype+": Simulation does not exist.
Results Being Generated", 'red'))
# Calculation of the elastic-plastic model for the training point
print("Creation of .inp file: " + str(ii))
ROmod = p_calc(sensitivity_study[ii,0], sensitivity_study[ii,1], E, nu)
# Creation of the .inp file for the training point
if os.path.isfile(filename_notype+'.inp'):
print("ABAQUS .inp file already exists. No .inp created,
but proceeding to cmd execution...")
else:
p_inp( sensitivity_study[ii, 0], sensitivity_study[ii, 1],
E, nu, ROmod[1], ROmod[2], basefile, OTP_dir,
str(i_vect2[ii]), filename_notype)
# Execution of the .inp within the ABAQUS-cli using os command
cmd = 'abaqus j='+filename_notype+' interactive\n'
print
print("Sending to command line: >>>"+cmd)
os.system(cmd)
print
# Decryption of the .odb file to be read in ABAPY
import os
print
print("## Executing decryption of .odb to .pckl: ")
print("## Executing decryption for file: i = ", str(ii))
abq_pckl_execution(master_code_dir, OTP_dir, filename_notype)
# using ABAPY to extract both train and test df
"""
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Exporting to a dataframe:
train_df = [
columns =
'Point Type' (train or test)
'H'
: Strength coefficient
'n'
: Strain hardening exponent
'E'
: Elastic Modulus
'nu'
: Poisson's Ratio
'Pmax' : Maximum Load
'hf'
: Residual Displacement (recorded at P10)
'P10' : 0.1*P10 from test point
'C'
: Kick's Coefficient for Fitting
]
"""
name = "H"+str(int(sensitivity_study[ii,0])).replace(".","_")+"N"+
str(sensitivity_study[ii,1]).replace(".","_")
train_df_temp = odb_postproc(
OTP_dir, name,
str(ii), sensitivity_study[ii,0], sensitivity_study[ii,1],
E, nu, ii, 1)
train_df.loc[ii, 'point_type'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['point_type']
train_df.loc[ii, 'i']
= int(ii)
train_df.loc[ii, 'H']
= train_df_temp.iloc[0]['H']
train_df.loc[ii, 'n']
= train_df_temp.iloc[0]['n']
train_df.loc[ii, 'E']
= train_df_temp.iloc[0]['E']
train_df.loc[ii, 'nu']
= train_df_temp.iloc[0]['nu']
train_df.loc[ii, 'Pmax'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['Pmax']
train_df.loc[ii, 'hf1'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf1']
train_df.loc[ii, 'hf2'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf2']
train_df.loc[ii, 'hf3'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf3']
train_df.loc[ii, 'hf4'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf4']
train_df.loc[ii, 'hf5'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf5']
train_df.loc[ii, 'hf6'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf6']
train_df.loc[ii, 'hf7'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf7']
train_df.loc[ii, 'hf8'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf8']
train_df.loc[ii, 'hf9'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['hf9']
train_df.loc[ii, 'P10'] = train_df_temp.iloc[0]['P10']
train_df.loc[ii, 'C']
= train_df_temp.iloc[0]['C']
ii += 1
pd.set_option("display.max_rows", None)
print
print(colored("TRAINING Pandas DataFrame:", 'blue'))
print(colored(train_df.head(), 'yellow'))
train_df.to_csv(path+'/train_df.csv')
print
print(colored("TESTING Pandas DataFrame:", 'blue'))
print(colored(test_df.head(), 'yellow'))
test_df.to_csv(path+'/test_df.csv')
os.chdir(master_code_dir)
from GBRT_main import GBRT_fullanalysis
GBRT_fullanalysis(

train_df, test_df, funct_name,
analysis_call, material_string)

Included next are various codes which are called through execution of the above
df_creation file for a given set of data.
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GBRT_main.py

"""
PRIMARY RESULTS-GENERATING FILE FOR RESEARCH INCLUDED IN THESIS.
THE FINAL LINE OF ANY EXECUTABLE MATERIAL FILE IS A CALL FOR:
GBRT_main.GBRT_fullanalysis(train_df, test_df, funct_name, analysis_call)

"""

>>> Note: In order to recieve ALL possible output plots/results,
>>> all options must be included in analysis_call

def GBRT_fullanalysis(

train_df, test_df, funct_name,
analysis_call, material_string):

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

if 'MULTIMODEL_ANALYSIS' in analysis_call:
# ------------------------ #
# GBRT ANALYSIS NUMBER 1 #
# ------------------------ #
from GBRT_Functions import multi_model
# ---------- PART A ------------ #
print
print("#---------------------------------------#")
print "GBRT ANALYSIS NUMBER 1a"
print "Analysis for Strength Coefficient"
loss
= ['ls', 'lad', 'huber']
n_estimators = np.linspace(401, 401, 1)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1)
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
y
= ['H']
y_known = ['H']
H_df = multi_model( test_df, train_df, 0,
loss, n_estimators, gamma, 4,
X, X_known, y, y_known,
"mse", "red", funct_name)
H_df = multi_model( test_df, train_df, 0,
loss, n_estimators, gamma, 4,
X, X_known, y, y_known,
"friedman_mse", "green", funct_name)
H_df = multi_model( test_df, train_df, 0,
loss, n_estimators, gamma, 4,
X, X_known, y, y_known,
"mae", "blue", funct_name)
# ---------- PART B ------------ #
print
print("#---------------------------------------#")
print "GBRT ANALYSIS NUMBER 1b"
print "Analysis for Strain Hardening Index"
loss
= ['ls', 'lad', 'huber']
n_estimators = np.linspace(401, 401, 1)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1)
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
y
= ['n']
y_known = ['n']
n_df = multi_model( test_df, train_df, 1,
loss, n_estimators, gamma, 4,
X, X_known, y, y_known,
"mse", "red", funct_name)
n_df = multi_model( test_df, train_df, 1,
loss, n_estimators, gamma, 4,
X, X_known, y, y_known,
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"friedman_mse", "green", funct_name)
n_df = multi_model( test_df, train_df, 1,
loss, n_estimators, gamma, 4,
X, X_known, y, y_known,
"mae", "blue", funct_name)
if 'ONEGAMMA_ANALYSIS' in analysis_call:
# ------------------------ #
# GBRT ANALYSIS NUMBER 2 #
# ------------------------ #
from GBRT_Functions import singlegamma_model
# ---------- PART A ------------ #
loss
= ['lad']
n_estimators = np.linspace(1,
399,
200)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1 )
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
y
= ['H']
y_known = ['H']
H_df = singlegamma_model(
test_df, train_df, 0,
loss, n_estimators, gamma, 4,
X, X_known, y, y_known,
"mse")
# ---------- PART B ------------ #
loss
= ['lad']
n_estimators = np.linspace(1,
399,
200)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1 )
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
y
= ['n']
y_known = ['n']
n_df = singlegamma_model(
test_df, train_df, 1,
loss, n_estimators, gamma, 4,
X, X_known, y, y_known,
"mse")
if 'HN_INCLUSION_ANALYSIS' in analysis_call:
from GBRT_Functions import opt_pred_plot
# ---------- PART A ------------ #
loss
= ['lad']
n_estimators = np.linspace(401,
401,
1)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1 )
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
y
= ['H']
y_known = ['H']
H_df, mae, mse = opt_pred_plot(test_df, train_df, 0, loss,
n_estimators, gamma, 9, "T", X, X_known, y, y_known, "friedman_mse")
print H_df
loss
= ['lad']
n_estimators = np.linspace(201,
201,
1)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1 )
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
y
= ['n']
y_known = ['n']
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n_df, mae, mse = opt_pred_plot(test_df, train_df, 1, loss,
n_estimators, gamma, 4, "T", X, X_known, y, y_known, "mse")
# ---------- PART B ------------ #
loss
= ['lad']
n_estimators = np.linspace(201,
201,
1)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1 )
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C', 'n']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C', 'n']
y
= ['H']
y_known = ['H']
H_df, mae, mse = opt_pred_plot(test_df, train_df, 0, loss,
n_estimators, gamma, 4, "T", X, X_known, y, y_known, "mse")
loss
= ['lad']
n_estimators = np.linspace(201,
201,
1)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1 )
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C', 'H']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C', 'H']
y
= ['n']
y_known = ['n']
n_df, mae, mse = opt_pred_plot(test_df, train_df, 1, loss,
n_estimators, gamma, 4, "T", X, X_known, y, y_known, "mse")
# ---------- PART C ------------ #
loss
= ['lad']
n_estimators = np.linspace(401,
401,
1)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1 )
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
y
= ['H']
y_known = ['H']
H_df, mae, mse = opt_pred_plot(test_df, train_df, 0, loss,
n_estimators, gamma, 9, "F", X, X_known, y, y_known, "friedman_mse")
test_df['H_pred'] = H_df['y_pred']
loss
= ['huber']
n_estimators = np.linspace(77,
77,
1)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1 )
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C', 'H']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C', 'H_pred']
y
= ['n']
y_known = ['n']
n_df, mae, mse = opt_pred_plot(test_df, train_df, 1, loss,
n_estimators, gamma, 3, "T", X, X_known, y, y_known, "mae")
print n_df
loss
= ['lad']
n_estimators = np.linspace(201,
201,
1)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1 )
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']
y
= ['n']
y_known = ['n']
n_df, mae, mse = opt_pred_plot(test_df, train_df, 1, loss,
n_estimators, gamma, 4, "F", X, X_known, y, y_known, "mse")
test_df['n_pred'] = n_df['y_pred']
loss
= ['lad']
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n_estimators = np.linspace(201,
201,
1)
gamma
= np.linspace(0.01, 0.01, 1 )
X
= ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C', 'n']
X_known = ['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C', 'n_pred']
y
= ['H']
y_known = ['H']
H_df, mae, mse = opt_pred_plot(test_df, train_df, 0, loss,
n_estimators, gamma, 4, "T", X, X_known, y, y_known, "mse")
if '3MATERIAL_RESULTS' in analysis_call:
import os
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import seaborn as sns
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib.offsetbox import AnchoredText
from matplotlib.ticker import (MultipleLocator, FormatStrFormatter,
AutoMinorLocator)
from sklearn.ensemble import GradientBoostingRegressor
from sklearn.metrics import mean_absolute_error
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
print " "
print "Commencing from 'analysis_call:"
print "3MATERIAL_RESULTS"
print " "
print "Analysis of all comibations of: loss, criterion, maximum depth,
estimators"
loss
= ['ls', 'lad', 'huber']
crit
= ['mse', 'friedman_mse', 'mae']
max_depth
= [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]
n_estimators = np.linspace(1, 401, 101)
gamma
= 0.01
path = '/'+funct_name
if not os.path.exists(path):
os.makedirs(path)
def mean_absolute_percentage_error(y_true, y_pred):
return np.mean(np.abs((y_true - y_pred) / y_true)) * 100
def mean_percentage_error(y_true, y_pred):
return np.mean((y_true - y_pred) / y_true) * 100
def root_mean_squared_percentage_error(y_true, y_pred):
return (np.sqrt(np.mean(np.square((y_true - y_pred) / y_true))))*100
print " "
print "Strength Coefficient Prediction Results:"
y = train_df[['H']]
y_known = test_df[['H']]
X = train_df[['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']]
X_known = test_df[['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C']]
if os.path.isfile(path+'/'+funct_name+'_Herrors.csv'):
error_results = pd.read_csv(path+'/'+funct_name+'_Herrors.csv')
else:
# Printing out a comparison of the results:
error_results = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['loss','crit','max_depth',
'n_estimators','gamma','mae','mse','mape','mpe','rmspe'])
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idx = 0
for ii in loss:
for jj in crit:
for kk in max_depth:
for hh in n_estimators:
model1 = GradientBoostingRegressor(
max_depth = int(kk),
n_estimators = int(hh),
learning_rate = gamma,
loss = str(ii),
random_state = 1,
criterion = str(jj))
#Fitting of model to training data
model1.fit(X, np.ravel(y, order='C'))
# Predicting the result for the KNOWN VAULES!
# Should be expecting:
# y_pred = y_known
y_pred = model1.predict(X_known)
# ---------------------------------------------- #
# ERROR ANALYSIS:
# ---------------------------------------------- #
y_known_np = y_known.values
mae = mean_absolute_error(y_known, y_pred)
mse =
mean_squared_error(y_known, y_pred)
mape = mean_absolute_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
mpe =
mean_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
rmspe = root_mean_squared_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,

'loss'] = str(ii)
'crit'] = str(jj)
'max_depth'] = int(kk)
'n_estimators'] = int(hh)
'gamma'] = gamma
'mae'] = float(mae)
'mse'] = float(mse)
'mape'] = float(mape)
'mpe'] = float(mpe)
'rmspe'] = float(rmspe)

if int(hh) in [401, 301, 201, 101, 1]:
print error_results.loc[[idx]]
idx += 1
error_results.to_csv(path+'/'+funct_name+'_Herrors.csv')
err_list = ['mse']
for err in err_list:
error_results[err] = pd.to_numeric(error_results[err])
minid = error_results[err].abs().idxmin()
print("OPTIMUM VALUES FOR "+str(err)+":")
print("Location:")
print(minid)
print("df row: ")
print(error_results.loc[minid, :])
print " "
print " "
print "Strain Hardening Index Prediction Results:"
results_df = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['y_known', 'y_pred'])
results_df.y_known = test_df['H'].tolist()
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model1 = GradientBoostingRegressor(
max_depth = int(error_results.loc[minid, 'max_depth']),
n_estimators = int(error_results.loc[minid, 'n_estimators']),
learning_rate = gamma,
loss = str(error_results.loc[minid, 'loss']),
random_state = 1,
criterion = str(error_results.loc[minid, 'crit']))
model1.fit(X, np.ravel(y, order='C'))
y_pred = model1.predict(X_known)
results_df.loc[:, 'y_pred'] = y_pred
test_df['H_pred'] = results_df['y_pred']
y = train_df[['n']]
y_known = test_df[['n']]
X = train_df[['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C', 'H']]
X_known = test_df[['Pmax', 'hf1', 'hf2', 'hf3', 'hf4', 'hf5',
'hf6', 'hf7', 'hf8', 'hf9', 'C', 'H_pred']]
if os.path.isfile(path+'/'+funct_name+'_nerrors.csv'):
error_results = pd.read_csv(path+'/'+funct_name+'_nerrors.csv')
else:
# Printing out a comparison of the results:
error_results = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['loss','crit','max_depth'
'n_estimators','gamma','mae','mse','mape','mpe','rmspe'])
idx = 0
for ii in loss:
for jj in crit:
for kk in max_depth:
for hh in n_estimators:
model1 = GradientBoostingRegressor(
max_depth = int(kk),
n_estimators = int(hh),
learning_rate = gamma,
loss = str(ii),
random_state = 1,
criterion = str(jj))
#Fitting of model to training data
model1.fit(X, np.ravel(y, order='C'))
# Predicting the result for the KNOWN VAULES!
# Should be expecting:
# y_pred = y_known
y_pred = model1.predict(X_known)
# ---------------------------------------------- #
# ERROR ANALYSIS:
# ---------------------------------------------- #
y_known_np = y_known.values
mae = mean_absolute_error(y_known, y_pred)
mse =
mean_squared_error(y_known, y_pred)
mape = mean_absolute_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
mpe =
mean_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
rmspe = root_mean_squared_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
error_results.loc[idx,
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'loss'] = str(ii)
'crit'] = str(jj)
'max_depth'] = int(kk)
'n_estimators'] = int(hh)
'gamma'] = gamma
'mae'] = float(mae)
'mse'] = float(mse)
'mape'] = float(mape)
'mpe'] = float(mpe)
'rmspe'] = float(rmspe)

if int(hh) in [401, 301, 201, 101, 1]:
print error_results.loc[[idx]]
idx += 1
error_results.to_csv(path+'/'+funct_name+'_nerrors.csv')
err_list = ['mae', 'mse', 'mape', 'mpe', 'rmspe']
for err in err_list:
error_results[err] = pd.to_numeric(error_results[err])
minid = error_results[err].abs().idxmin()
print(" ")
print("OPTIMUM VALUES FOR "+str(err)+":")
print("Location:")
print(minid)
print("df row: ")
print(error_results.loc[minid, :])
print " "

GBRT_Functions.py
"""
GRADIENT BOOSTING REGRESSION METHOD FUNCTION
Callable Program written to use Gradient Boosting Regression Method to prdict both
the H and n values from a feature matrix
"""
import os
import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import seaborn as sns
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from matplotlib.offsetbox import AnchoredText
from matplotlib.ticker import (MultipleLocator, FormatStrFormatter, AutoMinorLocator)
from sklearn.ensemble import GradientBoostingRegressor
from sklearn.metrics import mean_absolute_error
from sklearn.metrics import mean_squared_error
def multi_model(

test_df, train_df, case,
loss_vector, n_estimators, gamma, mx_dp,
X_inp, X_known_inp, y_inp, y_known_inp,
crit, col, funct_name):

if case == 0:
path = '/'+funct_name+'/MULTIMODEL_ANALYSIS/GBRT_1a'
elif case == 1:
path = '/'+funct_name+'/MULTIMODEL_ANALYSIS/GBRT_1b'
if not os.path.exists(path):
os.makedirs(path)
if int(case) == 0 or int(case) == 1:
y = train_df[y_inp]
y_known = test_df[y_known_inp]
X = train_df[X_inp]
X_known = test_df[X_known_inp]
else:
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print('ERROR: Cannot determine which parameter to estimate.')
train_min = y.min()
train_max = y.max()
# Printing out a comparison of the results:
results_df = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['y_known']+loss_vector)
if case == 0:
results_df.y_known = test_df['H'].tolist()
elif case == 1:
results_df.y_known = test_df['n'].tolist()
errors = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['n_estimators', 'gamma', 'mse'])
zz = 0
jj = 0
kk = 0
ll = 0
ovr_min = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['loss', 'n_estimators', 'gamma', 'mse'])
for ii in loss_vector:
errors = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['loss', 'n_estimators', 'gamma', 'mae',
'mse', 'mape', 'mpe', 'rmspe'])
errors.n_estimators = n_estimators
while jj < len(n_estimators):
while kk < len(gamma):
model1 = GradientBoostingRegressor(
max_depth = mx_dp,
n_estimators = int(n_estimators[jj]),
learning_rate = float(gamma[kk]),
loss = str(ii),
random_state = 1,
criterion = crit)
#Fitting of model to training data
model1.fit(X, np.ravel(y, order='C'))
# Predicting the result for the KNOWN VAULES!
# Should be expecting:
# y_pred = y_known
y_pred = model1.predict(X_known)
# ---------------------------------------------- #
# ERROR ANALYSIS:
# ---------------------------------------------- #
def mean_absolute_percentage_error(y_true, y_pred):
return np.mean(np.abs((y_true - y_pred) / y_true)) * 100
def mean_percentage_error(y_true, y_pred):
return np.mean((y_true - y_pred) / y_true) * 100
def root_mean_squared_percentage_error(y_true, y_pred):
return (np.sqrt(np.mean(np.square((y_true - y_pred) /
y_true))))*100
y_known_np = y_known.values
mae = mean_absolute_error(y_known, y_pred)
mse =
mean_squared_error(y_known, y_pred)
mape = mean_absolute_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
mpe =
mean_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
rmspe = root_mean_squared_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
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errors.loc[ll,
errors.loc[ll,
errors.loc[ll,
errors.loc[ll,
errors.loc[ll,
errors.loc[ll,
errors.loc[ll,
errors.loc[ll,
kk += 1
ll += 1
jj += 1
kk = 0

'loss'] = str(ii)
'n_estimators'] = int(n_estimators[jj])
'gamma'] = float(gamma[kk])
'mae'] = float(mae)
'mse'] = float(mse)
'mape'] = float(mape)
'mpe'] = float(mpe)
'rmspe'] = float(rmspe)

err_list = ['mae', 'mse', 'mape', 'mpe', 'rmspe']
for err in err_list:
# Return the index at which the minimum MSE value is present:
errors[err] = pd.to_numeric(errors[err])
minid = errors[err].abs().idxmin()
print(" ")
print("OPTIMUM VALUES FOR "+str(err)+":")
print("Location:")
print(minid)
print("df row: ")
print(errors.loc[minid, :])
err_opt_model = GradientBoostingRegressor(
max_depth = mx_dp,
n_estimators = int(errors.loc[minid, 'n_estimators']),
learning_rate = float(errors.loc[minid, 'gamma']),
loss = str(errors.loc[minid, 'loss']),
random_state = 1,
criterion = crit)
err_opt_model.fit(X, np.ravel(y, order='C'))
y_pred = err_opt_model.predict(X_known)
f, (ax1) = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(2.5, 3.5))
ax1.plot(np.linspace(train_min,train_max,5), np.linspace(train_min,
train_max,5), 'k--', linewidth=0.5)
ax1.scatter(y_known, y_pred, marker='o', color=col, s=3.5)
if case == 0:
ax1.set_xlabel("H : Test Set")
ax1.set_ylabel("H : Prediction")
ax1.set_title("H [MPa] Test v. Pred\nloss function: "+
str(errors.loc[minid, 'loss'])+'\nlearning rate: '+
str(round(float(errors.loc[minid, 'gamma']), 2))+
'\nEstimators: '+str(int(errors.loc[minid, 'n_estimators']))+
'\nError Metric: '+err, loc='left', fontsize=10)
plt.xticks(np.linspace(train_min, train_max, 2), (str(int(train_min)),
str(int(train_max))))
plt.yticks(np.linspace(train_min, train_max, 2), (str(int(train_min)),
str(int(train_max))))
fig_name = '/H__crit_'+crit+'__loss_'+str(errors.loc[minid, 'loss'])
+'__err_'+err+'.png'
elif case == 1:
ax1.set_xlabel("n : Test Set")
ax1.set_ylabel("n : Prediction")
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ax1.set_title("n Test v. Pred\nloss function: "+str(errors.loc[minid,
'loss'])+'\nlearning rate: '+str(round(float(errors.loc[minid,
'gamma']), 2))+'\nEstimators: '+str(int(errors.loc[minid,
'n_estimators']))+'\nError Metric: '+err,
loc='left', fontsize=10)
plt.xticks(np.linspace(train_min, train_max, 2), (str(round(float(
train_min), 3)), str(round(float(train_max), 3))))
plt.yticks(np.linspace(train_min, train_max, 2), (str(round(float(
train_min), 3)), str(round(float(train_max), 3))))
fig_name = '/n__crit_'+crit+'__loss_'+str(errors.loc[minid, 'loss'])+
'__err_'+err+'.png'
lt1 = err+': '+str(round(errors.iloc[minid][err], 5))
at1 = AnchoredText(lt1, frameon=False, loc='lower right')
at1.patch.set_boxstyle("round,pad=0.,rounding_size=0.2")
ax1.add_artist(at1)
plt.savefig(path+fig_name, dpi=800)
plt.close()
jj
kk
ll
zz

=
=
=
=

0
0
0
zz + 1

return results_df, errors
def singlegamma_model(

test_df, train_df, case,
loss_vector, n_estimators, gamma, mx_dp,
X_inp, X_known_inp, y_inp, y_known_inp,
crit):

if int(case) == 0:
y = train_df[y_inp]
y_known = test_df[y_known_inp]
X = train_df[X_inp]
X_known = test_df[X_known_inp]
elif int(case) == 1:
y = train_df[y_inp]
y_known = test_df[y_known_inp]
X = train_df[X_inp]
X_known = test_df[X_known_inp]
else:
print('ERROR: Cannot determine which parameter to estimate.')
# Printing out a comparison of the results:
results_df = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['y_known']+loss_vector)
if case == 0:
results_df.y_known = test_df['H'].tolist()
elif case == 1:
results_df.y_known = test_df['n'].tolist()
errors = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['n_estimators', 'gamma', 'mse'])
zz = 0
jj = 0
kk = 0
ll = 0
for ii in loss_vector:
errors = pd.DataFrame(columns = [

'loss', 'n_estimators', 'gamma',
'mae', 'mse', 'mape', 'mpe', 'rmspe'])
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errors.n_estimators = n_estimators
while jj < len(n_estimators):
while kk < len(gamma):
model1 = GradientBoostingRegressor(
max_depth = mx_dp,
n_estimators = int(n_estimators[jj]),
learning_rate = float(gamma[kk]),
loss = str(ii),
random_state = 1,
criterion = crit)
#Fitting of model to training data
model1.fit(X, np.ravel(y, order='C'))
# Predicting the result for the KNOWN VAULES!
# Should be expecting:
# y_pred = y_known
y_pred = model1.predict(X_known)
def mean_absolute_percentage_error(y_true, y_pred):
return np.mean(np.abs((y_true - y_pred) / y_true)) * 100
def mean_percentage_error(y_true, y_pred):
return np.mean((y_true - y_pred) / y_true) * 100
def root_mean_squared_percentage_error(y_true, y_pred):
return (np.sqrt(np.mean(np.square((y_true - y_pred) / y_true))))*1
00
y_known_np = y_known.values
mae
mse
mape
mpe
rmspe

=
=
=
=
=

mean_absolute_error(y_known, y_pred)
mean_squared_error(y_known, y_pred)
mean_absolute_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
mean_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)
root_mean_squared_percentage_error(y_known_np, y_pred)

#results_df.loc[:, ii] = y_pred
errors.loc[ll, 'loss'] = str(ii)
errors.loc[ll, 'n_estimators'] = int(n_estimators[jj])
errors.loc[ll, 'gamma'] = float(gamma[kk])
errors.loc[ll, 'mae'] = float(mae)
errors.loc[ll, 'mse'] = float(mse)
errors.loc[ll, 'mape'] = float(mape)
errors.loc[ll, 'mpe'] = float(mpe)
errors.loc[ll, 'rmspe'] = float(rmspe)
kk += 1
ll += 1
jj += 1
kk = 0
print(" ")
print("# -------------------------------------------------------- #")
print("Error Method used: "+ii)
print(errors.head())
# Return the index at which the minimum MSE value is present:
errors['mse'] = pd.to_numeric(errors['mse'])
minid = errors['mse'].idxmin()
print(" ")
print("Location of minimum MSE: ")
print(minid)
print(" ")
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print("df row with minimum MSE: ")
print(errors.loc[minid, :])
plt.figure(figsize=(6, 3.5))
ax1 = plt.axes()
ax2 = ax1.twinx()
title = 'Estimator Optimization for Minimum Error (MSE & MAE)'
if int(case) == 0:
lns1 = ax1.plot(errors['n_estimators'], errors['mse'], 'b-',
label='MSE', linewidth=1)
lns2 = ax2.plot(errors['n_estimators'], errors['rmspe'], 'g-',
label= 'RMSPE', linewidth=1)
ax1.set_ylabel("MSE")
ax2.set_ylabel("rmspe")
#ax1.set_ylim(40,140)
ax1.set_xlim(0, 400)
#ax2.set_ylim(5,10)
if int(case) == 1:
l1 = "MSE"+r'$\bullet10^{6}$'
l2 = "MAE"+r'$\bullet10^{3}$'
lns1 = ax1.plot(errors['n_estimators'], 1000000*errors['mse'],
'b-', label=l1, linewidth=1)
lns2 = ax2.plot(errors['n_estimators'], 1000*errors['mae'],
'g-', label=l2, linewidth=1)
ax1.set_ylabel("MSE"+r'$\bullet10^{6}$')
ax2.set_ylabel("MAE"+r'$\bullet10^{3}$')
lns = lns1+lns2
labs = [l.get_label() for l in lns]
ax2.legend(lns, labs, loc='upper right', facecolor='white', framealpha=1)
ax1.set_title(title)
ax1.set_xlabel("Number of Estimators")
plt.show()
jj
kk
ll
zz

=
=
=
=

0
0
0
zz + 1

return results_df, errors
def opt_pred_plot(

test_df, train_df, case,
loss_vector, n_estimators, gamma, mx_dp,
plt_opt,
X_inp, X_inp_known, y_inp, y_inp_known, crit):

"""
test_df:
Pandas df containing the test set (gaussian distribution) data.
Should be of the form which was stored from the executable file's call of:
>>> test_df.to_csv(path+'/test_df.csv')
train_df:
Pandas df containing the training set (gridded) data. Should be of the form
which was stored from the executable file's call of:
>>> train_df.to_csv(path+'/train_df.csv')
case:
A boolean indicator which indicates which variable is to be predicted.
> 0 for Strength Coefficient estimation
> 1 for Strain Hardening Exponent estimation
loss_vector:
A list containing the desired loss functions to be called as strings
(i.e.: ['Huber', 'ls', 'lad'])
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n_estimators:
A list containing the desired numbers of estimators to be analyzed
gamma:
A list contaning the desired learning rates to be analyzed
mx_dp:
The mamimum depth of the GRBT model
plt_opt:
T : 'True' meaning, yes show me the plots!
F : 'False' meaning, no don't show the plots!
X_inp:
(type: list) A list containing the heading of variables to be included
in the feature matrix for the testing dataset
X_inp_known:
(type: list) A list containing the heading of variables to be included
in the feature matrix for the training dataset
y_inp:
(type: list) A list containing a single string to be used as the variable
in the output vector fot the testing dataset
y_inp_known:
(type: list) A list containing a single string to be used as the variable
in the output vector fot the training dataset
crit:
A string containing the criterion to be used in the GradientBoostedRegressor
model. More details about the implications can be found on at
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/
sklearn.ensemble.GradientBoostingRegressor.html
(i.e.: 'mse', 'friedman_mse', 'mae')
"""
if int(case) == 0 or int(case) == 1:
y = train_df[y_inp]
X = train_df[X_inp]
y_known = test_df[y_inp_known]
X_known = test_df[X_inp_known]
else:
print('ERROR: Cannot determine which parameter to estimate.')
train_min = y.min()
train_max = y.max()
# Printing out a comparison of the results:
results_df = pd.DataFrame(columns = ['y_known', 'y_pred'])
if case == 0:
results_df.y_known = test_df['H'].tolist()
elif case == 1:
results_df.y_known = test_df['n'].tolist()
jj = 0
kk = 0
ll = 0
for ii in loss_vector:
while jj < len(n_estimators):
while kk < len(gamma):
model1 = GradientBoostingRegressor(
max_depth = mx_dp,
n_estimators = int(n_estimators[jj]),
learning_rate = float(gamma[kk]),
loss = str(ii),
random_state = 1,
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criterion = crit)
#Fitting of model to training data
model1.fit(X, np.ravel(y, order='C'))
# Predicting the result for the KNOWN VAULES!
# Should be expecting:
# y_pred = y_known
y_pred = model1.predict(X_known)
results_df.loc[:, 'y_pred'] = y_pred
# ---------------------------------------------- #
# ERROR ANALYSIS:
# ---------------------------------------------- #
y_known_np = y_known.values
def MAPE(y_true, y_pred):
return np.mean(np.abs((y_true - y_pred) / y_true)) * 100
def root_mean_squared_percentage_error(y_true, y_pred):
return (np.sqrt(np.mean(np.square((y_true - y_pred) / y_true))))*1
00
mae = str(round(float(mean_absolute_error(y_known, y_pred)), 4))
mape = str(round(float(MAPE(y_known_np, y_pred)), 4))
rmspe = str(round(float(root_mean_squared_percentage_error(y_known_np,
y_pred)), 4))
if case ==0:
mse = str(round(float(mean_squared_error(y_known, y_pred)), 4))
if case ==1:
mse = str(round(1000000*float(mean_squared_error(
y_known, y_pred)), 4))
kk += 1
ll += 1
jj += 1
kk = 0
jj = 0
kk = 0
ll = 0
from matplotlib.offsetbox import AnchoredText
if plt_opt == 'T':
if case == 0:
f, (ax1, ax2) = plt.subplots(1, 2, figsize=(6.5, 5))
ax1.plot(np.linspace(train_min,train_max,5), np.linspace(
train_min,train_max,5), 'k--', linewidth=1)
ax1.scatter(results_df.y_known, results_df.y_pred)
ax1.set_xlabel('H [MPa] : Testing Set')
ax1.set_ylabel('H [MPa] : Prediction Set')
title = 'Strength Coefficient\nTest vs. Prediction Set\n'+
r'$(depth=$'+str(mx_dp)+r'$, \gamma=$'+str(gamma[0])+r'$,
estimators=$'+str(n_estimators[0])+r'$, loss=$'+str(
loss_vector[0])+r'$)$'
ax1.set_title(title)
lt1 = 'MAPE: '+mape+' %\nRMSPE: '+rmspe+'%\nMSE'+': '+mse+"\nMAE: "+mae
at1 = AnchoredText(lt1, frameon=True, loc='lower right')
at1.patch.set_boxstyle("round,pad=0.,rounding_size=0.2")
ax1.add_artist(at1)
#plt.show()
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# Plot feature importance
feature_importance = model1.feature_importances_
# make importances relative to max importance
feature_importance = 100.0 * (feature_importance / feature_importance.max(
))
sorted_idx = np.argsort(feature_importance)
pos = np.arange(sorted_idx.shape[0]) + .5
#f, (ax1) = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(1.5, 3))
plt.barh(pos, feature_importance[sorted_idx], align='center')
labels = np.asarray(X_inp_known)
plt.yticks(pos, labels[sorted_idx])
plt.xlabel('Relative Importance')
plt.title('Variable Importance')
plt.show()
if case == 1:
f, (ax1, ax2) = plt.subplots(1, 2, figsize=(6.5, 5))
ax1.plot(np.linspace(train_min,train_max,5), np.linspace(train_min,
train_max,5), 'k--', linewidth=1)
ax1.scatter(results_df.y_known, results_df.y_pred)
ax1.set_xlabel('n : Testing Set')
ax1.set_ylabel('n : Prediction Set')
title = 'Strain Hardening Index\nTest vs. Prediction Set\n'
+r'$(depth=$'+str(mx_dp)+r'$, \gamma=$'+str(gamma[0])
+r'$,
estimators=$'+str(n_estimators[0])
+r'$, loss=$'+str(loss_vector[0])+r'$)$'
ax1.set_title(title)
lt1 = 'MAPE: '+mape+' %\nRMSPE: '+rmspe+'%\nMSE'+
r'$\bullet10^{6}$'+': '+mse+"\nMAE: "+mae
at1 = AnchoredText(lt1, frameon=True, loc='lower right')
at1.patch.set_boxstyle("round,pad=0.,rounding_size=0.2")
ax1.add_artist(at1)
#plt.show()
# Plot feature importance
feature_importance = model1.feature_importances_
# make importances relative to max importance
feature_importance = 100.0 * (feature_importance / feature_importance.max(
))
sorted_idx = np.argsort(feature_importance)
pos = np.arange(sorted_idx.shape[0]) + .5
#f, (ax1) = plt.subplots(1, 1, figsize=(1.5, 3))
plt.barh(pos, feature_importance[sorted_idx], align='center')
labels = np.asarray(X_inp_known)
plt.yticks(pos, labels[sorted_idx])
plt.xlabel('Relative Importance')
plt.title('Variable Importance')
plt.show()
return results_df, mae, mse

#
#
#
#
#
#

abaqus_nanoindentation.py

-----------------------------------------------------Author: Darren Promer
Written for fulfilment of ME700: Master's Thesis
at Western Michigan University
------------------------------------------------------

"""
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This is a python program written to automate the iterative
methodology proposed in my Thesis:
Determination of Mechanical Properties through
Nanoindentation and Finite Element Simulation
It will house all of the functions which require
ABAQUS packages and which require being called from
'abaqus python' at the command line interface
Typically this is be imported as:
import abaqus_nanoindentation as abq_ni
REV 1.0
"""
# -----------------------------------------------------## COMMONPLACE MODULES
# -----------------------------------------------------from odbAccess import openOdb
from abapy.misc import dump
from abapy.postproc import GetHistoryOutputByKey as gho
# -----------------------------------------------------def pcklcreate(workdir, name):
# ABAQUS/PYTHON POST PROCESSING SCRIPT
# Run using abaqus python / abaqus viewer -noGUI /
# abaqus cae -noGUI
print("Initiation of pckl creation: "+name+".pckl")
print
# Opening the Odb File
odb = openOdb(workdir + '/' + name + '.odb')
print("odb = openOdb(workdir + '/' + name + '.odb')")
# Finding back the position of the reference node of
# the indenter. Its number is stored inside a node set
# named REF_NODE.
ref_node_label = odb.rootAssembly.instances[
'I_INDENTER'].nodeSets['RP_INDENTER'].nodes[0].label
print("ref_node_label = odb.rootAssembly.instances[
'I_INDENTER'].nodeSets['RP_INDENTER'].nodes[0].label")
# Getting back the reaction forces along Y (RF2) and displacements
# along Y (U2) where they are recorded.
RF2 = gho(odb, 'RF2')
U2 = gho(odb, 'U2')
print("RF2 = gho(odb, 'RF2')")
print("U2 = gho(odb, 'U2')")
# Packing data
data = {'ref_node_label': ref_node_label, 'RF2':RF2, 'U2':U2}
print("data = {'ref_node_label': ref_node_label, 'RF2':RF2, 'U2':U2}")
# Dumping data
dump(data, workdir + '/' + name + '.pckl')
print("dump(data, workdir + '/' + name + '.pckl')")
# Closing Odb
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odb.close()
print("odb.close()")
print
print("ERROR REPORT:")
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Appendix B: Collection of training set distributions

Figure A.1: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 4x4 Training Distribution

Figure A.2: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 7x7 Training Distribution
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Figure A.3: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 13x13 Training Distribution

Figure A.4: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 25x25 Training Distribution
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Figure A.5: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 4x4 Training Distribution

Figure A.6: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 7x7 Training Distribution
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Figure A.7: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 13x13 Training Distribution

Figure A.8: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 25x25 Training Distribution
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Figure A.9: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 4x4 Training Distribution

Figure A.10: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 7x7 Training Distribution
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Figure A.11: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 13x13 Training Distribution

Figure A.12: 7075-T6 Aluminum, 25x25 Training Distribution
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Appendix C: Test set distributions plotted over training domains

Figure B.1: Approximate normal test set distribution plotted alongside 25x25 training grid for
7075-T6 Aluminum
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Figure B.2: Approximate normal test set distribution plotted alongside 25x25 training grid for
2024-T4 Aluminum
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Figure B.3: Approximate normal test set distribution plotted alongside 25x25 training grid for
1020 SAE (hot-rolled) steel
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Appendix D: GBRT prediction model tabulated results

